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ABSTRACT

Scripting Allographs* examines typographic principles and their pervasive
impact on ways of seeing and making through design. This body of work
demonstrates the many faces of typography and type design and the way
they inform allographic thinking. It employs type as the primary tool and
medium for scripting possibilities, embracing their differences, idiosyncrasies, and imperfections. Beginning with a focus on close observation
of small details and ending with an approach that invites and celebrates
variability, this thesis offers a glimpse into a design practice from the lens
of a typographer, type designer, and educator.

SCRIPTING The term “script” has more than one meaning:
* handwriting,
calligraphy, a writing system, a predefined

sequence of events such as a musical score or a screenplay,
or a programming language as in computing. Its verb form,
to script, then, can mean to write a text, draw a letterform,
or devise a plan that determines a course of action.

a

ALLOGRAPHS An allograph, a linguistics term, is every
possible manifestation of a letter: A, a, A, a, A, , and all
hand-written or hand-lettered forms. By foregrounding
subtle differences found among variants of a single idea,
this term points to the notion of infinite possibility. How
many different ways can you write or draw something?
The potential is exhilarating.
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NOTE TO THE READER

A thesis book is a catalog of work, a time capsule, and a deposit of
research you leave behind. This book follows the structure of a hypothetical curriculum for a design school. I am both instructor and student
in this course, which comprises various elements.* Lectures and projects
live side by side, and the briefs serve to draw you, the reader, into my
process and thoughts.
This is my best attempt at recounting my experiences and sharing my
honest reflections that, hopefully, show the beginning of my teaching
and learning pedagogies. A tremendous amount of learning—technical,
intellectual, and personal—took place during my time here, and presenting this document in a way that not only reveals but also embodies in its
very format how it happened seemed ﬁtting. There are different ways to
learn, and I believe they are all valid and valuable. For me, the classroom
setting has been the primary site for learning—for 20 years.
At RISD, I moved fluidly between being a student, a designer, and a
teacher, and this book is also an expression of how these different roles
and various kinds of endeavors have shaped me and my practice.
Now, you are entering my classroom as you turn this page.

LECTURES are essays introducing the underlying research
* and
relevant ideas that inspired and influenced my thinking.

GUESTS are interviews I conducted with experts in their
respective ﬁelds as another form of research.

BRIEFS outline the questions I was asking and the
parameters I set up for myself, while contextualizing and
clarifying the intentions behind the projects.

CATALOG OF TANGENTS are an index of rejected
proposals, failed attempts, discarded ideas, and relevant
tangents that informed, and sometimes directly caused,
other projects in the body of this book.

PROJECTS are the work I made, presented through project
descriptions, documentation & process images, sketches,
and captions.
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Welcome!
I’m June,
your
instructor.
Are you
ready?

SYLLABUS

INTRODUCTION

People now take me for a native English speaker, but I was once an ESL
student. When my mother and I landed in Los Angeles on March 26, 2003,
I could barely say hello in English. My mom became a lingual genius
and a hero to me because she could order for us at a fast food restaurant:
“Hamburger, two. Cola, one,” she would say, with one hand pointing at
the menu and the other making counting gestures. From memorizing
vocabulary—their multiple meanings, spelling, and pronunciation—and
understanding grammar, to picking up the exceptions and colloquialisms, learning a foreign language is always a challenge that takes time.
But it can also be a transformative experience. For me, English was one
such language. Typography was another.

COURSE

Scripting Allographs
Department of Graphic Design
Rhode Island School of Design
INSTRUCTOR

June Shin
jshin06@risd.edu
Ofﬁce hours by appointment

¹ In typography, kerning refers

to the adjusting of the spacing
between characters to achieve
a visually pleasing result.

MEETINGS

Locations will vary:
CIT Building, Design Center, Fleet
Library, Providence Public Library,
College Building, etc.
Recommended hours:
24 hours, 7 days a week
including federal holidays

² …the two basic aspects of

art studies in which teaching
can offer help are seeing and
formulating: in other words
observation and articulation.
I repeat: observation—the basis
of vision, and articulation—
the condition of formulation.

When I ﬁrst arrived at RISD in the fall of 2014, I was greeted by a printed
name tag spelling out the four letters of my name—june—taped to
my desk in the graduate studio. It was set in Courier Bold. My immediate reaction? I really don’t like that. I did not know Courier. My almost
religious use of Helvetica, Futura, and Gill Sans should give you an idea
of how typographically undernourished I was at the time. In my own
nascent design world, I made a good designer because I knew never to
use Comic Sans. (I was in on the secret, right?) Despite my typographic
illiteracy, however, I did notice something strange about the type on
this name tag: There was a huge gap between the “j” and the “u.” The “j”
looked lonely, standing off to the side by itself, while the other three letters seemed to be getting along pretty well. I was raised to take matters
into my own hands when I see a problem, so I got to work: I cut the “j”
out and glued it back on, closer to the “u.” (See the image on the opposite
page.) I did not realize that I was kerning¹; this word had not entered
my vocabulary yet. Over the course of my time here at RISD, I am happy
and grateful to be able to say I have grown into an able typographer
(I know what kerning is, and how to do it well, too) and developed an
extraordinary love for letterforms.
Simply put, Scripting Allographs is a course designed to express and
transmit this love. While it is certainly typographically minded, this
class is neither an introduction to typography nor a typeface design
course; it is meant to demonstrate how design principles influence
ways of seeing and making and how design practice and everyday life
inform each other.² Think of it as an elective class in which you get to

JOSEPH ALBERS
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explore your interests, guided and challenged by instructions as well as
constraints. There will be lectures, but keep in mind that this is a studio
class; meaning it is necessarily based on practice—you will learn by
doing. For each unit, you will be asked to complete a number of proejcts
in response to a brief, each with different points of focus. I will provide
feedback along the way.
Coming to RISD changed my life. My hope is that, by the end of our time
together, you, too, will have experienced some of the same enthusiasm,
rigor, joy, and pain (it is a necessary part of any meaningful growth) that
I myself experienced while learning, designing, and teaching.

OBJECTIVES

ATTENDANCE

MATERIALS

Knowledge of art and design
history and conventions

Show up to every class and be
on time. Late arrivals and early
departures will be noted and
affect your self-image negatively.
You are allowed one excused
absence. In case of illness and
other emergencies, it will be your
responsibility to catch up.

Laptop with the following:
Adobe InDesign
Illustrator
Photoshop
Acrobat
AfterEffects
Premiere Pro
Audition
Keynote
QuickTime Player
GitHub
Robofont
SketchUp
Sublime Text
OpenFrameworks
Xcode
Skype

Ability to organize and present
information coherently
Understanding of visual hierarchy
Sharp eye for detail
Sensitivity to the structural and
spatial aspects of type as they
relate to readability, aesthetics,
and semantics
Good craftsmanship
EXPECTATIONS

Do yourself a favor and always try
to do the best work you can.
Remember that your process is
just as important as the deliverables. Make sure to keep a record
of your process.
Back up your work frequently.
Check your email daily.
Bring your commitment, positive
attitude, enthusiasm, and an open
mind to every class meeting.
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EVALUATION

Attendance/participation:
punctuality, active participation
in critiques and discussions,
general attentiveness & curiosity
Design process: exploration of
varied ideas, thoughtful concept
development, and not one but
multiple iterations
Body of work: overall quality
of ﬁnal* work
Craftsmanship and presentation:
level of care in the final outcome
and clarity of communication

Access to copier, scanner,
printer, plotter, & projector
Various writing tools
Various types of paper
Various types of tape
X-acto knife
X-acto blades (bottomless supply)
Cutting mat
Ruler (please, no plastic)
Loupe
Noise-canceling headphones
Copic wide markers
Sumi ink
Acrylic paint

Brushes of various sizes
Letterpress ink
Sketchbooks
Acetate
Vellum
Tracing paper
Bookbinding thread
Wax
Needle
Jade glue
Binder's board
Museum board
Bone folder
Studio Tac
Plexiglass
Wood
Spraypaint
Sanding paper
Fabric
Magnifying glass
Drill
DSLR camera
Tripod
Audio recorder
iPad Pro
Apple Pencil
Fortune cookie maker
Flour
Eggs
Sugar
Vanilla extract
Others (TBA)

* Remember that “ﬁnal” just

means it is the last time we will
review the work in class. You
may always return to any of the
assignments and make further
improvements in the future.
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—
LOOK——
ING
CLOSER

LECTURE 1

Typography is to writing what tone is to spoken words; as “secondary
signiﬁers, they are quietly working behind the scenes, subconsciously
affecting our reading of the primary meaning.”1
1 Michael Worthington, “Type for the
Given how much importance and authority
Twins: A Review of the TCDC Proposals,”
Metro Letters: A Typeface for the Twin
written words command in comparison to spoken
Cities (Minneapolis: Design Institute,
ones, the form they take is seldom given careUniversity of Minnesota, 2003), p.177.
ful consideration. In his essay “Fuck Content,”
2 Michael Rock, “Fuck Content,” Multiple
Signatures: On Designers, Authors,
designer Michael Rock dismisses the false dichotReaders and Users (New York: Rizzoli
omy that perpetuates the “form-follows-function”
International, 2013), p.95.
model, stating that for designers, “…our What
is a How.”2 Especially in this digital age where the potential of typographic
impact is greater than ever, it is puzzling to see so few people involved
in the teaching, learning, and creation of type.
I imagine a type designer as someone who relishes, not endures, almost
Proustian meditative obsessiveness and sensibility. Similar to the way
On this page: A loupe.
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Proust ruminates on the process of falling asleep for 30 pages, a type
designer may spend a week or two working on a single letter or working
out the kerning structure. Design educator Mitch Goldstein believes that,
“Understanding kerning is to understand visual design, in that small
nuanced details make the gestalt of a project better or worse.”3 For a type
designer, caring about the smallest of details—about where each anchor
point is placed, nudging it by one or two units, only to move it back—is
not just accepted but expected. However, in the
3 Mitch Goldstein, “The Trouble with
flood of countless fonts available to us today,
Kerning,” Medium, May 24, 2015.
https://medium.com/@mgoldst/themany fail to realize there is a designer or a team
trouble-with-kerning-577e5e6dc010.
of designers behind each typeface. Even for
graphic designers whose arsenal includes knowledge and skills in typography, type design is a particularly specialized ﬁeld whose inner workings are mysterious and whose craft is easily overlooked.
Do you know what Baskerville’s lowercase “g” looks like? Take a look.
In typography education, going from micro to macro is a common
approach that can be illuminating. Zooming in, students discover that
Baskerville’s “g” loop does not close, or that they actually really hate
Centaur’s lowercase “j” (I know I do), and they start to care and form
opinions about letterforms. But do these small details matter? When
acclaimed graphic designer James Victore said
4 Quote from James Victore’s lecture
given at Virginia Commonwealth
“Typography is graphic design’s secret club,”4
University on April 4, 2011.
he hinted at the esoteric nature of typography
jargons and design principles that go right over a layperson’s head.
And it is true. Most people are completely oblivious to the concerns that
keep designers up at night. With my membership in this “secret club”
came the desire to share with the world what I care about deeply. How
could I make my work and my approach accessible to others? Looking
around to ﬁnd a suitable metaphor, my eye goes to the loupe.
This loupe is always here on my studio desk. A round magnifying device
about an inch and a half in diameter, it is helpful for inspecting the
minute details that escape the naked eye. When
5 In type design, a proof is a printed
I am working on a typeface, I print out a lot
piece of typography that shows the
typeface in use, outside of the context
of proofs5 to examine it at scale. Proofs put the
of the font-making software and other
digital environments.
characters to numerous practical and aesthetic
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Tone
Tone

Times New Roman
100pt

Times New Roman
100pt, kerned

g j
Baskerville MT Regular

Centaur MT Regular
I have a visceral allergic
reaction to this terminal.

Unit 1. Looking Closer
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BRIEF 1

tests: How do the letters look next to and between others letters? How
do they behave in words, lines of text, and paragraphs? Does any letter
run into another due to insufﬁcient spacing? Not only is the loupe a very
useful tool, but it is also a perfect metaphor for something I consider
to be the foundation of my practice: looking closer. Sometimes, you do
need to sweat the small stuff.
The details are not the details.
They make the design.¹
CHARLES EAMES

There is no magic in magic.
It’s all in the details.
WALT DISNEY

>>> Produce work where small details

can make a huge difference.

Use your observational skills to

locate or create instances where
every pixel, every word space,
every person matters.

1 CHARLES AND RAY EAMES, AN EAMES
ANTHOLOGY, EDITED BY DANIEL OSTROFF
(NEW HAVEN: YALE UNIV. PRESS, 2015).
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or you’ll
miss the
point.

Please
pay close
attention

PROJECT
Stop-motion animation
00:45

Details Matter
This stop-motion video highlights and celebrates
the immense labor and care that designers
dedicate to their work. Using over 400 wooden
cubes (½ × ½ × ½ in.), I playfully yet resolutely
assert that details matter, a message that is both
literally spelled out in the end and reflected in
its labor-intensive production method.

Right One of the early explorations
in analog pixel lettering, made
with wooden cubes. This one was
too restrained and did not provide
enough of a visual payoff.
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Left A process shot of staining
the 400 cubes with black ink.

Above Some cut-out mini-me’s
for an earlier sketch. It involved
pretend-posing against a blank
studio wall, some quizzical looks,
and hours spent on silhouetting
the figure in Photoshop.

Left A smiley by Cem Eskinazi.
Or, a portrait of Boyang Xia with
his characteristic beauty mark.
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Above Storyboard for an earlier
sketch in which pushing cubes
around represented kerning.

20

Stop-motion animations
require detailed planning and
storyboarding prior to filming.
You have to know every frame
you need for smooth transitions
between scenes and a clear
flow of ideas.

Unit 1. Looking Closer
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2

3

4

(surprised, again)

(groans)

(printing sounds)

(surprised)

1

1 Mini-me in magical coveralls
pushes a cube with all of her
might to move it by one unit, and
the “f” changes to a “t,” spelling
out “Details.”

22

2 Every time the mouse cursor
draws a square in the digital
space, a cube suddenly appears
in Mini-me’s physical space.

3 Mini-me keeps working to
move more cubes around. Then
she hears printing sound and
leaves to see what’s happening.

4 Mini-me is no longer mini.
She picks up from the printer
a piece of paper with the fruit
of her labor printed on it.

Unit 1. Looking Closer
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A hand appears to add the last touch:
a cube that connects swash to the i-dot
because details matter.
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PROJECT
Posters

18 × 34 ½ in.
18 × 26 in.

Anagram Posters
Anagram is a word formed by rearranging the
letters of another. Created as an immediate reaction
to the current political climate in the U.S., these
posters use no more than the letters already in the
words to say something different than their original
meanings while augmenting them.

Right An installation shot of the
posters in the exhibition To Whom
It May Concern: 2017 RISD MFA
Graphic Design Biennial. Sol Koffler
Gallery in Providence, RI.
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PROJECT
Bookmarks 8 × 2 in. each
Installation 60 × 38 in.

If You Build A Wall
This series of bookmarks carry the stories of
undocumented immigrants. Taking refuge inside
books until discovered, these bookmarks wait
to be found and read. With Donald Trump ofﬁcially
sworn in as the President of the United States,
already affecting the lives of the immigrants in the
most inimical ways, the immigrants’ eyes seem
to carry even more weight than before.

Right Bookmark, nested
inside a book, is being
discovered by a reader.
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This spread Front & back sides of the bookmarks.

36

Next spread An installation shot from the Biennial
exhibition. The setup included a printed brick wall
and bookmarks hiding in four books.
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PROJECT
Typeface

Regular, Italic, Bold

Nightingale
Nightingale is a text face with elegant, timeless
qualities that facilitate comfortable reading.
It was designed in the spirit of Alan Lightman's
novel, Einstein’s Dreams, a meditation on time.
In its last chapter, the protagonist dreams about
a world in which nightingales are a metaphor
for time. In this world, time freezes every time
a nightingale is caught.

Right A phrase from the last
vignette in Einstein’s Dreams,
set in Nightingale (ligatures
are highlighted in red).

40

Time ﬂutters and
ﬁdgets and hops
with these birds.
Trap one of these
NIGHTINGALES
beneath a bell jar
and time stops.
Unit 1. Looking Closer
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A BC D EF GH I J K LM N

A BCD E F G H IJ KLM N

O P Q RSTUV W X YZﬁﬂ

O PQ RS TU V W X YZﬁ ﬂ

ab c d ef ghijklmnopqr

a bc d efghi jk l mn o pqr

st u v w x y z 0123456789

st u v wxy z 0123 4567 89

() . , ;: “”‘’ ?!&@# ~ + -–—[ ]

().,;:“”‘’ ?!&@# ~ +-–—[ ]

AB C DEF GH IJ K LMN
O PQRS TUVWX YZ

Opposite Nightingale Regular (top)
Nightingale Bold (bottom)
Above Nightingale Italic
Left Early pencil sketches, with
marks made by Fred Smeijers

a b c def g h ijklmn opqr
stu v wx yz 0 12 3456789
().,;:“”‘’?!&~+-–—[]
42
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Nightingale specimen on view in
the DIMENSIONS VARIABLE: RISD
Graphic Design Triennial 2015.
Woods-Gerry Gallery, Providence, RI.
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PROJECT
Typeface

Display, Display Italic
Text, Text Italic

Ithaka*
Over the last year, I visited the Updike Collection
in the Providence Public Library frequently, for
general inspiration, to research specific areas
of interest, and to find answers to the questions
I was asking while designing Ithaka such as:
what are the defining characteristics of certain
classifications in type? How do those features
affect the look and feel of a typeface? How do
they affect its legibility? When a typeface goes
from roman to italic or from roman to display,
what is the appropriate degree of transformation,
stylistic or otherwise? How much can I deviate
from the conventions while making sure that the
typeface still functions as intended?

* This writing comes from the short
essay I wrote as a part of the
submission for the Updike Prize.
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Ith
aka
****

*******
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Ithaka is available in Text, Text Italic, Display, and
Display Italic. The text faces were designed with
a 6-point master, which explains its very generous
spacing, wideness, and sturdy serifs. The display
faces, on the other hand, are more tightly spaced.
Meant for bigger point sizes, they flaunt sharper,
crisper features and quite a lot of personality.

I began my research by studying Scotch typefaces.
While looking closely at the Specimen of Modern
Printing Types (1833) by Wilson & Sons, I noticed
that the two-line English face had traditional bracketed serifs whereas the serifs in the two-line pica
version were unbracketed. I found other instances
of variation in Vincent Figgins’ specimens (bracketed
uppercase serifs and unbracketed lowercase ones)
and William Addison Dwiggins’ Caledonia. Intrigued
by this variety within the same type families, I set
out to draw a typeface of my own with attributes
spanning multiple typographic classifications. While
its origin is in Scotch faces—I consulted Linotype’s
Ionic No.5, the Century series, and Matthew Carter’s
Miller often—Ithaka is not a revival and it does not
belong to a single classification. It also borrows from
modern faces like Bodoni and Didot (i.e. vertical
stress and the non-calligraphic “8”). Ithaka lost much
of its Scotchness over time, but not inadvertently.
What remained are roundness and warmth, as found
in the early text faces of Wilson & Sons and Figgins.
Dwiggins’s writing and work have had a great influence on me. Enlarged reproductions of Caledonia’s
letterforms were especially helpful because they
allowed me to see these letters’ fascinating shape
contrast, which is imperceptible at small point sizes.
For instance, in Caledonia’s lowercase “h,” the inner
curve takes a quick turn while the outer curve makes
a slow, gradual one. Ithaka, too, exhibits a subtle
tension between white and black shapes, creating
an energetic, dynamic rhythm when put into strings
of letters to form words and sentences.

Above A large reproduction
of the letter “h” from Caledonia
(1939) written by W. A. Dwiggins
and published by Mergenthaler
Linotype Company. Photographed
at the Special Collections in the
Providence Public Library.
Opposite Dwiggins’ letter where
he explains his type design methods.
Image from the Letterform Archive.
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Opposite Proofs for uppercase (top)
and lowercase (bottom), with my
own corrections and comments.
Above Proof for figures and some
special characters, marked up by
Cyrus Highsmith.
Right A big stack of proofs I printed
out while designing Ithaka. There
is no such thing as too many proofs
in type design.
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ABCDEFG
ABCDEFG
HIJKLMN
HIJKLMN
OPQRSTU
OPQRSTU
VWXYZ&
VWXYZ&
abcdefghij abcdefghij
klmnopqrs klmnopqrs
tuvwxyz�� tuvwxyz��
0123456789 0123456789
?!:;.,-–—*‘’“”
?!:;.,-–—*‘’“”
$¢%[{(@)}]# $¢%[{(@)}]#
àáâäãćĉčýÿ àáâäãćĉčýÿ
èéêëòóôõöø èéêëòóôõöø
ùúûüũñìíîıï ùúûüũñìíîıï
Ithaka Text
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Ithaka Text Italic

ABCDEFG ABCDEFG
HIJKLMN
HIJKLMN
OPQRSTU OPQRSTU
VWXYZ&
VWXYZ&
abcdefghij abcdefghij
klmnopqrs klmnopqrs
tuvwxyz�� tuvwxyz��
0123456789 0123456789
?!:;.,-–—*‘’“” ?!:;.,-–—*‘’“”
$¢%[{(@)}]# $¢%[{(@)}]#
àáâäãćĉčýÿ àáâäãćĉčýÿ
èéêëòóôõöø èéêëòóôõöø
ùúûüũñìíîıï ùúûüũñìíîıï
Ithaka Display

Ithaka Display Italic
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21pt

100 pt

111pt

62pt

74 pt

66 pt

106 pt

50pt

This specimen shows
off Ithaka Display and
Display Italic in various
point sizes.
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FACING HISTORY
The French novelist and philosopher Albert Camus was
a terri�cally good-looking guy whom women fell for—
the Don Draper of existentialism. This may seem a trivial
thing to harp on, except that it is almost always the �rst
thing that comes up when people who knew Camus talk
about what he was like. When Elizabeth Hawes, whose
lovely 2009 book Camus: A Romance is essentially the
rueful story of her own college-girl crush on his image,
asked survivors of the Partisan Review crowd, who met
Camus on his one trip to New York, in 1946, what he was
like, they said that he reminded them of Bogart. “All I
can tell you is that Camus was the most attractive man
I have ever met,” William Phillips, the journal’s editor,
said, while the thorny Lionel Abel not only compared
him to Bogart but kept telling Hawes that Camus’s central trait was his “elegance.”
The skepticism of his native readers isn’t just snobbish, though. Read today, Camus is perhaps more memorable as a great journalist—as a diarist and editorialist—
than as a novelist and philosopher. He wrote beautifully,
even when he thought conventionally, and the sober
lucidity of his writing is, in a sense, the true timbre of
the thought. Olivier Todd, the author of the standard
biography in French, suggests that Camus might have
bene�tted by knowing more about his anti-totalitarian
Anglo-American contemporaries, Popper and Orwell
among them. Yet in truth the big question Camus asked
was never the Anglo-American liberal one: How can we
make the world a little bit better tomorrow? It was the
grander French one: Why not kill yourself tonight? That
the answers come to much the same thing in the end—
easy does it; tomorrow may be a bit better than today;
and, after all, you have to have a little faith in people—
doesn’t diminish the glamour that clings to the man
who turned the question over and looked at it, elegantly,
upside down.
In America, Camus is, �rst of all, French; in France
he remains, most of all, Algerian—a Franco-Algerian,
what was later called a pied noir, a black foot, meaning
the European colonial class who had gone to Algeria
and made a home there. A dense cover of clichés tends
to cloud that condition: just as the writer from Mississippi is supposed to be in touch with a swampy mysterious identity, a usable past, that no Northern boy could
emulate, the “Mediterranean” man is assumed in France
to be in touch with a deep littoral history. Camus had
that kind of mystique: he was supposed to be somehow
once more “primitive”—he was a strong swimmer and

Camus was a �rst-rate philosophy student, and the
French meritocratic system had purchase even in
the distant province. He quickly advanced at the
local university, writing a thesis on Plotinus and St.
Augustine when he was in his early twenties. After
a �irtation with Communism, he left for the mainland, with the manuscript of a novel in his suitcase
and the ambition to be a journalist in his heart. He
worked brie�y for the newspaper Paris-Soir, and
then returned to North Africa, where he �nished
two books. By 1943, he was back in France, to join
the staﬀ of the clandestine Resistance newspaper
Combat, and publish those books: the novel The
Stranger and a book of philosophical essays The
Myth of Sisyphus. Part of the paralyzing narcotic of
the Occupation was that writing could still go on;
it was in the Germans’ interest to allow the publication of books that seemed remote enough not to
be subversive.
What Camus wanted wasn’t new: just liberty,
equality, and fraternity. But he found a new way
to say it. Tone was what mattered. He discovered a
way of speaking on the page that was unlike either
the violent rhetorical clichés of Communism or the
ponderous abstractions of the Catholic right. He
struck a tone not of Voltairean Parisian rancor but
of melancholic loft. Camus sounds serious, but he
also sounds sad—he added the authority of sadness to the activity of political writing. He wrote
with dignity, at a moment when restoring dignity
to public language was necessary, and he slowed
public language at a time when history was moving
too fast. At the Liberation, he wrote:
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Now that we have won the means to express ourselves, our responsibility to ourselves and to the
country is paramount.The task for each of us is to
think carefully about what he wants to say and
gradually to shape the spirit of his paper; it is to
write care fully without ever losing sight of the
urgent need to restore to the country its authoritative voice. If we see to it that that voice remains
one of vigor, rather than hatred, of proud objectivity and not rhetoric, of humanity rather than
mediocrity, then much will be saved from ruin.
Responsibility, care, gradualness, humanity—even
at a time of jubilation, these are the typical words
of Camus, and they were not the usual words of
French political rhetoric. The enemy was not this
side or that one; it was the abstraction of rhetoric
itself. Intoxication and joy were the last things that
Camus thought freedom should bring. His watch-
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Sartre’s move toward Marxism, and toward
the French Communist Party, oddly mimicked
that of the French philosopher Blaise Pascal’s
17th century “wager” in favor of Christianity:
the faith might be true, so why not embrace it,
since you lose nothing by the embrace, and get
at least the chance of all the goodies the faith
promises? In Sartre’s case, if the “social ideal”
never arrived, at least you had tried, and if it
did you might get a place in the pantheon of
proletariat heroes. This reasoning may seem a
little shabby and self-interested, but to those
within Pascal’s tradition it seemed brave and
audacious. (Camus called Pascal “the greatest
of all, yesterday and today.”) Faith in the Party,
which Sartre never joined but to which he gave
his purposefully blind allegiance, so closely
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In English, this can come across as merely sonorous. In France, the real meaning was barbed
and apparent: only a moral idiot would give his
allegiance to the Communist Party in the name
of the coming revolution. Camus spotted the
catch in Sartre’s account of fellow-travelling as
a leap of faith. The only practical way to unlock
the next guy’s chains, on Sartre’s premise, is
to kill the guy next to that guy �rst, since he’s
the one chaining him up; kill all the jailers and
everyone will be free. This sounds great, Camus
saw, until you’ve killed all the jailers and all
you have is other jailers. There is no diﬀerence
between dying in a Soviet camp and dying in a
Nazi camp. We should be neither executioners
nor victims; it is madness to sacri�ce human
lives today in the pursuit of a utopian future.

Abjuring abstraction and extremism,
Camus found a way to write about politics
that was sober, lofty, and a little sad.
mirrored faith in the Church that it borrowed
some of the Church’s residual aura of moral
purpose. It wasn’t that Sartre didn’t notice the
Soviet camps. He did. He just thought that you
could look past them, as a good Catholic doesn’t
pretend not to see the Hell on earth that the
Church often has made but still thinks you can
see the Heaven beyond that it points to.
Camus moved toward a break with Sartre,
and Sartre’s magazine, Les Temps Modernes,
in 1951, after the publication of his L’Homme
Révolté, called in English, a little misleadingly,
The Rebel. The fault line between the two men
was simple, if the fault-�nding was complex.
Sartre was a straight-out fellow-traveller with
the P.C.F., the Parti Communiste Français, and
Camus was not. Sartre was outraged on behalf
of the Party by such episodes as the “aﬀair of
the carrier pigeons,” in which the Party Secretary was found with pigeons in his car and
was accused by the police of using them, like
a good revolutionary, to coördinate illegal
demonstrations. (It turned out that, like a good
Frenchman, he was merely planning a squab
casserole.) In The Rebel, Camus writes (in Philip
Mairet’s translation):
He who dedicates himself to the duration of
his life, to the house he builds, to the dignity
of mankind, dedicates himself to the earth
and reaps from it the harvest that sows its
seed and sustains the world again and again.
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This position was rightly praised for its
truth and oddly praised for its courage. After
all, opposition to both Fascism and Stalinism
was exactly the position of every democratic
government in North America and Western
Europe. It was Harry Truman’s position and
it was Clement Atlee’s position; it was Winston Churchill’s position and Pierre MendèsFrance’s. It was the doctrine of the liberal
version of the Cold War: the true inheritors
of “totalitarianism” were the Communists, and
had to be resisted.
To accuse such a thinker of hypocrisy seems
unfair, but perhaps he can be accused of too
much habitual happiness. For all their self-advertised agonies, the lives Sartre and Camus
led after the war mostly sound like a lot of fun.
Their biographies are popular because they
dramatize the preoccupations of modern man
and also because they present an appealing
circle of Left Bank cafés and late-night boîtes
and long vacations. A life like that implicitly
assumes that the society it inhabits will go on
functioning no matter what you say about it,
that the cafés and libraries and secondhand
bookstores will continue to function despite
the criticism. A professor at the Collège de
France who maintains that there should be no
professors at the Collège de France does not
really believe this, or else he would not be one.
This wasn’t a luxury that thinkers in Moscow,
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Above Ithaka Text Italic at work in
the exhibit Formative & Persisting,
curated by Anne West and Elizabeth
Leeper (GD MFA ’17) in September
2016. Because the text weight was
not intended for such a big point
size, additional spacing adjustments
were required.
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Right The First Prize trophy for
the Updike Prize (top) was, to my
delight, a functioning composing
stick for metal type. Following
the tradition of using the winning
entry for the next year’s brochure,
I typeset the brochure (bottom)
in Ithaka.
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You get out
what you
put in.

Don’t rush
things. Do
the work.

GUEST
how type design and its principles are also
pertinent outside of type design. I observe
the world and comment, through graphic
design, on the things I see, through the lens
of a type designer and typographer. I use
the loupe as a metaphor for my approach,
because, for me, it always starts with looking
very closely at something. The loupe, this
little thing I keep on my desk, that we use
to proof type at small point sizes.

There is a loupe on my desk, right in front of me,
so I know what you mean. [laughs]

Matthew Carter
April 19, 2017

I thought I would say a couple words about
my thesis, just to give you a sense of where
I am coming from.

Yes, yes. By the way, June, I really love these
things you sent me. The Timeface booklet is
lovely. I should buy a copy. It’s really beautiful.
And I like Ithaka very much. I love that sort
of Cheltenham/Ionic/Century style. It seems
very British in a way. Is the name a reference
to Ithaca, New York?
Yes, actually, it is! Cornell University, which
is in Ithaca, New York, is my alma mater. I just
spell it with a k for my typeface because the
k is one of the most distinct characters in it.
I thought I should show it off.

I think Ithaca can be spelled both ways. In Greek,
there isn’t a distinction between the c and the k,
so you can use whichever one you like.
When I was drawing Ithaka, I actually looked
a lot at Miller. I don’t know if you can tell.
64

Oh, I’m not sure. But you’ve done some sensible
things that are a little bit di≠erent in the text
than the display face—the tails are di≠erent and
so on—and that makes a lot of sense, I think.
Very sensible.
Thank you. I started out by looking at Scotch
faces. Last year, Paul Shaw gave a lecture
on W.A. Dwiggins at the Providence Public
Library (PPL), and he spoke about Dwiggins’
fondness for Scotch Roman typefaces. I did
not even know what Scotch Roman meant,
so I did some research. I studied a lot of old
specimens in the PPL’s Special Collections,
which is an amazing resource. And of course,
Cyrus was there to guide me through the
entire design process.

Good, good. Excellent. So tell me more about
your thesis.
Sure. My work is not all type design work,
but it’s very type-centric, or typographically
minded, I would say. My thesis touches on

Amazing! [ laughs] I want to ask you for a
piece of memory. When I ﬁrst got to RISD
three years ago, I didn’t know much about
typography, but I remember so well this
name tag with june set in Courier. And I was
bothered by the spacing. I cut the j out to
move it closer to the u. I didn’t know what
I was doing is called “kerning.” [laughs]
You have had a long career in type design,
and I think you started out fairly early, at a
very young age, right? Do you have an early
memory of type you can share?

Yes, it is very early in my case, because my dad
was a typographer and a historian of type.
So I sort of grew up with it. I mean, he didn’t
encourage me in particular, but you know, the
books were around the house, and I met a lot
of typographic ﬁgures and so on when I was still
a schoolboy. When I was at school, there was
a big revival in England of italic handwriting.
There was a movement to improve handwriting
at schools. My school participated in this, and
I got turned on by my italic handwriting. The
only problem was—it’s still a problem—I don’t
really have a very good motor coordination.
Although I could see in my mind’s eye the beautiful letters I wanted to make with a pen, I had
very little success in actually making them
because I couldn’t really get the ﬁst to go where
I wanted it to go. So this, in the end, was a source
of frustration. I had Edward Johnston’s great
manual, Writing & Illuminating & Lettering,
and I had beautiful examples to follow, but
I couldn’t make the gestures with a pen or with

a brush to do it. So what I discovered was that
I could make letters the hard way. I could draw
an outline in pencil, then ﬁll it in, and so on.
It’s a very laborious way. The result was the same.
I discovered that it’s possible to make letters like
that. You know, you don’t have to be an accomplished calligrapher in order to make letters. So
at a fairly tender age, I started drawing letters in
the way I described out of frustration with not
being able to write them. I had to painstakingly
draw them. I didn’t realize this at the time, but
I think that was my way into type design. If I had
been a calligrapher, I might have gone o≠ in an
entirely di≠erent direction, I suppose, but I was
not. So I had to fall back on the nearest thing I
could devise, which was making, drawing, revising, and then inking them in. But I don’t remember any one particular thing like your name tag.
Because, unlike you—you said until few years
ago, you didn’t think about type—I knew about
type by osmosis from a very early age. I didn’t
take a professional interest in it until much later,
but it was around. It was at the house. And like
I said, I met typographers, I knew their work,
my dad had lots of good books and so on, which
I was interested in, in a vague way. So my introduction was really through a line of least resistance, just because this stu≠ was around me as
I was growing up.
Image: A spread with line finishings, dots and flourishes from
Writing & Illuminating, & Lettering (1917) by Edward Johnston.
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It’s fascinating that your love of type grew
out of frustration with calligraphy. That’s
great to hear, actually. I am experiencing
a little bit of that right now.

There have been a great many type designers
who started as calligraphers; it’s a very obvious
path. And I’m not anti-calligraphy in any way,
but it’s happened to me more than once when
I was visiting schools—this didn’t happen at
RISD, but some art schools where I was visiting—a student would tell me that he or she was
really interested in type design but then was
told by the faculty that unless they were good
at calligraphy they could not design type. And
I was scandalized by that. I could name o≠ good
many contemporary type designers who are
better than I am with a pen, you know. So it’s
not a barrier to entry at all. I mean, if a student
is good at calligraphy, wonderful. But it was
very disappointing for me to hear there are still
people who think that calligraphy is a prerequisite of type design. It’s not. It’s very good if
you have the talent, but if not, it’s not a bar to
type design. If, like me, you can’t make the pen
go where you want it to go… [laughs]
Yes, It’s all vector drawings now. I don’t know
if you noticed this from the images I sent
you, but I actually used a quote from you in
my Timeface booklet: “Type is not a group
of beautiful letters but a beautiful group of
letters.” I love this idea of type as a system
rather than individual letters. I assume every
well-designed typeface demonstrates this
principle, but I am curious as to whether you
have a particularly strong case in point?

Well, ﬁrst of all, I am not sure that I actually said
that. I don’t think I originated the idea. I’ve seen
it attributed to me before now. In fact, a number
of people have asked me about it. I don’t think I
originated it, but anyway, it’s a useful expression
because it does make apparent—in a soundbite
kind of way—an important aspect of type design,
which is that it’s an aggregation of a whole lot of
things—letters, spacing, the most obvious among

them. Sometimes a student would bring me
a piece of 8.5 ≈ 11 in. paper with a single letter
on it, like an h, and they’d say to me,
“Is this a good h?”
“I have no idea.”
And they’d look at me like, “Hey, you’re supposed
to be teaching the class.” And I’d say,
“It’s only a good h as it relates to other
letters. Come back with h, o, p, and then
we’ll talk.”

I think that’s a difﬁcult thing for people to learn
about type design initially, but once they get it,
it’s hugely important because then they do begin
to think systematically. “Hello, I’ve got an h, that
gives me useful DNA for m and n and u. If I
have a p, then I’ve got information about the b
and the d and the q,” and so on. They understand
the progressive way of organizing the letters.
It’s easy to get seduced by letters as you’re working on them. I think what you have to keep in
mind is that that’s not the end product. I think
type designers always have to be concerned not
to get seduced by individual letterforms. When
you’re learning about typography, it’s very useful
to know that the lowercase g in Baskerville has
a gap in it, or some fancy Q, but those are the
last letters the type designer concerns himself
with. They don’t have any information that’s relative to other letters. And it’s one of the things
I go back to for a long time in this business.

Everyone says that the coming of the personal
computer made a huge di≠erence for type
design, that it democratized it, and so on. That
is sort of true, but the thing that really made
the di≠erence was not the computer but the
laser printer. The computer’s only there to send
the little dots to the laser printer as far as I’m
concerned. Whenever the ﬁrst type designer—
it probably wasn’t me—with the early version
of Fontographer sent a little string of letters,
hohoho or something, to the laser printer and
printed it out, that was the ﬁrst time in the
history of typography where a type designer
could see the work at actual size and in actual
time. You used to have to make smoke prints
with punches, which was very laborious. In my
Linotype days, if you got the factory to cut some
trial matrices, that competed with production
work. Same thing with photo composition fonts.
They were very willing and helpful to me, but
sometimes I would have to wait weeks before
I got a trial font on the Linotype. When I say
this to students, they look at me as though I’m
mad. But actually, that was absolutely revolutionary; that sense of “Oh, my gosh, I’ve got an
h and an o and here they are in sequence.” I can
immediately see whether the size is right, the
space is right, and all the stu≠, you know. Type
designers are now spoiled in that way; you really
can consider type as a group of letters at a very
early stage. And I think that’s a huge advantage
to people who are doing that nowadays, compared to the very laborious and time-consuming
process that used to exist.
It’s laborious now, so I can’t imagine how
much more so it must have been in the past.
The instant feedback—prooﬁng, being able
to go back on the computer, move something
a couple units and print it out again to see
if that made any difference—that’s huge.

The part of the process that really makes the most
di≠erence between a typeface being okay and
a typeface being really good is what happens
between the moment when you ﬁrst think you’re
ﬁnished and when it’s actually ﬁnished, because
it’s long, laborious business, just as you say.

You’re looking at a proof, something isn’t quite
right. You change something, it makes it worse,
you know. Then you change something else, and
it makes it a little better, and so on. I was talking
to Robert Bringhurst—I saw him for dinner a
couple days after the wonderful lecture he gave—
and we were talking about this story about the
author Flaubert. Somebody asked him one day,
“Did you have a good day at work?”
“Yes, a very good day.”
“What did you do?”
“Well, in the morning, I changed a comma
to a semicolon, and in the afternoon,
I changed it back.”
“That was a good day?”
“Yeah, absolutely.”
That is a day’s work. And Bringhurst said, “Yes,
I’ve had many Flaubert days like that.” And I
think type designers have them, too, you know.
You change something, you realize it was a
mistake, and you change it back again. It’s very
detailed work. It requires a lot of perseverance,
a lot of patience. But it really makes a huge
di≠erence to the eventual quality of a typeface.
The amount of time you can bear to put into
it at that stage has a great e≠ect.
I totally agree with you. Do you have any
hobbies or something you do occasionally
for fun, outside of type design?

You know, I’m not a great hobbyist. I don’t play
golf, I don’t do anything like that. I’m not really
sure what to say about that. I get asked about it
sometimes. I walk. I like walking. I always carry
a camera, and I take photographs. Sometimes
they are typographically related things, if I see
a shop face that I like or inscriptions…
So you carry a camera to document interesting typographic things you notice outside?

No, anything. I’m capable of photographing a
ﬂower, or a plate of food, or a friend, or anything.
It’s like keeping a journal, particularly when I
travel—just to remind me of the experiences and

Image: Matthew Carter in his studio.
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things I’ve seen, but once in a while, yes, I do
see something typographic or inscriptional or
something I rather like. I love going to museums,
galleries, and so on; I like input of some kind.
Sometimes I am asked if I have a routine that
I go through that causes me to have some good
idea for a typeface. [laughs] I wish I did. I don’t.
It’s a sort of random business, completely, for
me. So no, I can’t really point to a hobby.
I’ll tell you a little anecdote about this colleague
of mine, Adrian Frutiger. When I was in Paris,
I got to hear that he had a student in his class
who was very good, a very promising type design
student. I never really met him. I knew his name
at the time, but I’ve forgotten now. And Adrian
told me one day that the student invited Adrian
and his wife to go to a church service on Sunday.
They thought they’d do this. When I saw Adrian
the following week, I said to him,
“Did you go to the service?”
“Yes, it was very interesting, but I realized
that the student will never become
a type designer.”
“What? I hear he’s very talented.”
“Oh, he is. But when I saw him on Sunday,
I realized that his religion is the most
important thing in his life.”
So that’s interesting. Adrian is a very good judge
of character. I don’t know what happened to this
young man, but he never became a type designer.
That tells you something about Adrian’s attitude
to his work. If you’re secretly a violin player, and
you really like that more than type design, then
you’re probably not going to be a type designer.
[laughs]
Yeah, I think type design in particular is
something that you go into only if you are
completely head over heels in love with it.

Yes, I think that is true. You are a good example
of someone who’s beneﬁtted from very good
teaching, but I still think that historically and
at the present time, most type designers are
essentially self-taught. You’re very lucky to have

Cyrus to point you in ways, and there are many
classes now, you know. You can go to the Hague,
you can go to Reading, you can go to Cooper
to learn type design, but in the end, I think that
most type designers are really self-motivated.
And you’ve got to have some sort of hunger for
it, in a strange way. Or the fascination with the
complexities of type design. It’s not everyone,
not every designer, who has that sort of temperament. A lot of what we do with design would
drive many graphic designers barking mad
because it requires perseverance, devotion—
whatever you call it—over a very long period
of time. Many designers don’t have that feat.
It’s rather a special case.
I want to talk about something a bit speciﬁc.
It was my first time going to the Boston
Public Library that evening of the Bringhurst
lecture—where I also met you for the ﬁrst
time—and approaching the building from
Copley Plaza, I noticed the weird—what do
you call them?—friezes or entablature…

well-known American architect Charles Follen
McKim, and the façade, including the lettering
panels, was copied from a library in Paris made
about ﬁfty years before, called the Bibliothèque
Sainte-Geneviève. And this idea of putting the
names on the outside of the building whose work
is on the other side of the wall—these are the
great minds whose books are in the library—
that’s an interesting idea. I photographed pretty
much all of them. I’ve got a whole talk about
this. It’s too long to get into now, but I do know
where the style of lettering came from that
somebody employed by McKim used. It’s quite
a detective story.
I really loved them and I, too, photographed
every panel. I think we are similar in that
we don’t have particular hobbies but enjoy
going on walks and observing things. And
I think that when you have something you
really love, because it’s all-consuming, it can
be difﬁcult to separate work from “life.”

Yes, the panels of lettering.
Yes! I went around the whole building
because the letters and the ligatures were
so weird and so interesting. I had never seen
such things before. They looked crowded,
squeezed in there. I wondered, “who carved
these?” Because I thought—I mean, the ligatures are really innovative, but maybe they
could’ve hired a more skillful stone-carver?

When I, like you, saw those for the ﬁrst time
when I moved to Boston in the early 80s, I was
absolutely fascinated by them because of the
ingenuity that somebody used when they were
laying out these inscriptions. They’ve got to
ﬁt names into columns. They’ve got to carve
into granite, for God’s sake. That’s ﬁne if the
name is nice and short, but what happens with
the long names that don’t ﬁt? So they used all
sorts of nesting of letters and ligatures and so
on, very much in a Renaissance or Classical style,
to do that. The building was designed by a very

One of my interests is variations. There is this
word, “allograph,” which is a key word in my
thesis. Are you familiar with this term?

No. Tell me what it is.
An allograph is every possible variant of a
letter. For example, an uppercase A, a lowercase a, an italic a, and any hand-drawn a is all

an allograph of the letter a. And allographic
art is something that is based on a script of
some sort—a score for music or a notation
for dance—where every time the work is
executed, you get a different result. So it has
an iterative, performative aspect to it. Do you
see any connection between this idea and
type design?

Well, people have tried generating di≠erent
forms of letters, sometimes on a random basis,
sometimes on a programmatic basis. I’m sure
you’re familiar with the variations technology.
It’s all just beginning now. People say it works.
I’m betting it doesn’t work yet, but it presumably
will soon. Making inﬁnite interpolations is a
very current idea. Like a lot of things, It seems
to me to have more relevance, or potential, in
the non-Latin world. A lot of people disagree
with me about this, but in my opinion, the Latin
alphabet changed from being a scribal alphabet
to a printed alphabet very early on, before 1500.
That has never happened in most of the nonLatin systems—certainly not in Arabic, Hebrew,
the Indian scripts, and so on. I don’t know about
Hangul, but certainly in Chinese and Japanese.
The idea of freeing letterforms up in a way—
accepting more variant forms of them—is very
current. In Japan, where I go a lot, Japanese
designers are beginning to feel that they are
sort of stuck with the Kanji, the Chinese forms.
But the Kana are uniquely Japanese. Historically, they have been very constrained because
they had to submit to Western technologies to
reproduce them. But that’s no longer really true,
with OpenType and variations and all this other
stu≠. They can conﬁgure whether they ought
to be reexamining the forms of Kana now that
the constraints have come o≠. It’s very similar
to what’s been going on in the Arab world and
stirring up a lot of di≠erent opinions about this.
It’s a paradoxical thing that the current technology will give someone like Tom Milo an opportunity to do Arabic, which is quite sublime. It’s
never been like that in type before. It cascades
down the page, every sort of contextual substitution of whole words as necessary, and so on. It’s

Image: A photograph I took of the stone-carved lettering
on the façade of the Boston Public Library.
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fantastic. And a lot of people think that this is
retrograde, [arguing that] we shouldn’t be going
back to 13th-century standards of calligraphy to
do our typography. Speaking as a parochial Latin
typographer, I don’t see a huge opportunity for
allographic work, but I can well imagine that it
exists in the non-Latin world to a much greater
and much more important extent.
The alphabet itself is a kind of constraint that
every type designer has to work with, isn’t
it? There’s this limited set of characters that
have to look certain ways to be recognizable. I am Korean, so I’m also thinking about
Hangul—how each glyph changes in scale
or even form depending on which quadrant
it occupies or what other glyph or glyphs
it’s adjacent to. So I think that within seemingly rigid constraints, possibilities still exist,
even with the Latin alphabet; isn’t that why
we see all these new typefaces come out?
There are subtle variations that happen from
typeface to typeface within certain limits
of legibility. I think your Walker typeface is
actually a good example?

01234
I have a kind of random question I have
always wanted to ask you. Big Caslon is one
of my favorite typefaces of all time, but its
mono-weight, round ﬁgure zero has always
puzzled me. It’s very different from all the
other letters in this high-contrast typeface,
so I wondered where that came from.

Well, it didn’t start with Caslon. It has an older
history. I can only suppose it was originally done
to distinguish zero from an o. It’s still useful for
that purpose. It surprises people now to have
that circular zero, but I think at one time, it was
accepted. That was the natural form of zero.
I think it was really for that reason, for disambiguating the form; one is a letter, and one is
a numeral. As far as I know, that’s how it started.
So you were following a historical reference.

Yes, absolutely. I didn’t make that up. You only
have to look at Bodoni’s ﬁgures. In his ﬁgures,
zero has a thickness but only on one side of it.
You’re right! So the reason was to prevent
confusion. I’m happy to have that mystery
solved. Lastly, are you a perfectionist? And
how do you deﬁne failure?

Yeah, it is, in a way.
Just by adding some snap-on serif options,
you opened up so many opportunities to
experiment using a single typeface. The
number of combinations that can happen
with just a handful of add-ons is inﬁnite,
which is an appealing idea for me. I guess
that is one way I was thinking about the
potential of type design as an allographic art.
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Am I a perfectionist? I suppose. As I was saying
earlier, you do have to try to get something right.
It’s very difﬁcult, but I think you have to try to
do it. Somebody—I can’t remember which poet
it was—once said: “A poem is never ﬁnished; it’s
only abandoned.” I think that there is a temptation with a typeface to abandon it. Generally
speaking, the more work you could put into it,
the better. Many times I started a project and

Images: WALKER, a custom typeface Carter designed for
Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, in 1995 (left) and Big Caslon
figures (right). Note the circular zero.

thought it was promising at a certain point, but
for some reason it didn’t gel, you know, and I did
not ﬁnd in it what I was looking for, so I’d put
it aside. Sometimes I’ve gone back to those thing
after a pause—sometimes a long pause—and
I’ve taken them up again, and it’s gone better.
I seldom have thing that are rejected by a client;
that’s not the problem. It’s me who rejects them.
[laughs] But I think you don’t have to suppose
that every idea you start is going to be a huge
success, you know. You have to be realistic and
modest about that sort of thing. Not all of what
you do turns out the way you want it to be.
I guess failure is just a temporary state or
a name you assign to it. A failure does not
have to end in being a failure.

Yes, you are right. Very early on, when I was
working, somebody said to me: “Never throw
away a mistake because it might be better than
what you intended.” [laughs] And I think there
is something in that. Something did not turn
out right the ﬁrst time, so maybe you go back
to it. Maybe it changes very considerably. Maybe
there’s a germ of something there that you can
reuse. That has certainly happened to me before.

completely freehand, but you’ve got a lot more
latitude. So I thought that was really interesting.
He was a wonderful type designer who did many
other things, as well, but he attributed a lot to
type design because he thought it was such good
training, such a good discipline.

Mistral by
Excoffon
That is so great to hear. I feel the same way;
I think I am a better graphic designer and
typographer now because I have designed
type. Matthew, this has been an incredible
hour talking with you. Thank you for you time.

Great. Thank you so much, Matthew.

I just have one last thought. Early in our conversation, you said something about the relevance
of type design, or the relevance of what you
have to do when you’re designing type to other
things, and it reminded me of a conversation
I had with a French type designer Exco≠on,
a wonderful type designer of Mistral and other
script faces. And he was also a poster artist and
a painter. He told me one day that type design
was the best thing that he did to train him to
do the other things he did. What he was saying
was what he learned in the discipline of type
design was enormously helpful to him when it
came to painting, where there are no constraints.
I mean, you have a canvas and a lot of colors.
Do whatever you like. Or a poster; you may not
Image: Mistral, typeface by Roger Excoffon, released in 1953.

Matthew Carter is a British type designer and co-founder
of Carter & Cone. His career, spanning over 60 years, bridged
every technological development in type design, from the
now obsolete technique of metal punch-cutting to photocomposition to today’s digital type design. He originated many
of the world’s most famous typefaces, including Big Caslon,
Miller, Tahoma, Verdana, and Georgia. Recognized as the most
important type designer working today, he received the AIGA
medal in 1995 and was named a MacArthur Fellow in 2010.

Guest. Matthew Carter
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THE
LITTLE
STREET

LECTURE 2

Learning to see is the ﬁrst step to becoming a good artist. John Berger, an
art critic and writer, believed that “To draw is to look, examining the structure of appearances. A drawing of a tree shows, not a tree, but a tree-beinglooked-at.”1 In type design, there is a speciﬁc way of seeing that can be
beneﬁcial when working with letters, which are essentially 2-dimensional
flat shapes. Cyrus Highsmith, an award-winning
1 John Berger, Selected Essays (London:
type designer and my mentor, emphasizes “a simulBloomsbury, 2001), p.422.
taneous awareness of both white and black shapes.”
2 In typography, counter is the enclosed
When white shapes—counters as well as side bearwhite shape within a letterform, as
in the “a” and the “e.” Sidebearing refers
ings2—are considered at all, it is often as a blank
to the white space on either side of
canvas on top of which black strokes sit. In a typethe character, built into its glyph space.
set word, however, the spaces around each letter
travel with it, interacting with the spaces around other letters. The interrelationships between these spaces and the resulting shapes are critical to
the aesthetic, legibility, and readability of a typeface. Treating these overlooked areas as active and integral parts of the letterform rather than
On this page: the cover image of Inside Paragraphs:
Typographic Fundamentals (2012) by Cyrus Highsmith.
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3 White space is to be regarded as an
active element, not a passive background.
JAN TSCHICHOLD

When I put my pen to a blank sheet, black
isn’t added but rather the white sheet is
deprived of light. Thus I also grasped that
the empty spaces are the most important
aspect of a typeface. ADRIAN FRUTIGER

a passive substrate is at the core of Cyrus’
design philosophy, as it was for other typographic giants such as Jan Tschichold and
Adrian Frutiger.3

While type design is still a small ﬁeld whose
practitioners are few and dispersed, its principles are applicable to the
world outside of typography. For instance, Cyrus attributes his bowling
aptitude to his ability to turn his depth perception on and off. Once the
depth perception has been turned off, it is as though the pins are right
in front of him, which makes it easier to bowl a strike. I do not profess
to possess the same talent—I just squint my eyes a lot—but learning the
fundamentals of type design from Cyrus has helped me see things not
in the Euclidean space but as flat shapes. When the distinction between
foreground and background is blurred, a reversal of visual hierarchy,
and consequently of value, is possible. The details previously neglected
begin to surface, to be seen and reconsidered.
Imagine you are walking down the street. With each step you take, an
incalculable amount of information enters your ﬁeld of vision every
second. How much of it do you actually see and how are you deciding,
if at all, what to process? What are you leaving out? Perhaps there is
room for re-examination in the everyday object, spaces, and events that
are so familiar that they have become a mere backdrop in your life.

The quotidian has always been a subject of interest in visual art. Ancient
Egyptians decorated the tombs of their beloved with agrarian scenes.
In The Natural History (78 AD), Pliny the Elder describes a Hellenistic
painter’s paintings of “low things,” such as
4 Pliny the Elder, “Book XXXV. An Account
a barber’s shop and eatables.4 And in the 17th
of Paintings And Colours.” The Natural
History (London: Wernerian Club, 1847).
century, Dutch and Flemish artists were pro5 Genre painting is a style of painting
liﬁc still life and genre painters.5 My favorite
that portrays the ordinary, often situated
among them is Johannes Vermeer. His remarkin domestic settings.
able painting, “The Little Street,” has occupied
my desktop for a long time as my wallpaper image. I love everything about
this painting, from the title and the general atmosphere to the various
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Johannes Vermeer
The Little Street, c. 1657–58
Oil on canvas. Rijksmuseum.
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BRIEF 2

domestic activities depicted and the intricate detail of the ironwork on
the windows. Technical mastery aside, what is extraordinary about these
Dutch artists is that they portrayed ordinary life at a time in which grand
religious themes and historic events still dominated Western art.
I, too, ﬁnd inspiration from my own little
streets. I am delighted and moved by the chance
encounters I have with seemingly prosaic
objects and occurrences. In a world that favors speed and quantity over
thoughtfulness and depth, it is easy to ignore the things that speak in soft,
quiet voices. Looking through my mental loupe, I observe my surroundings without prejudice, putting forward their quirks and imperfections as
causes for celebration. Once you collapse the conventional hierarchy of
attention and start to really see, the world is “a feast for the attentive eye.”6

6 Alpers, Svetlana. The Art of Describing
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press,
1983), p.91.

To make or invent something new is to change not only
one’s surroundings but to change oneself and the

way one perceives: it is to change reality a little.¹
JOHN CHRIS JONES

Beauty is not underfoot

wherever we take the trouble to look.²
JOHN CAGE

>>> Observe your surroundings with

a “simultaneous awareness

of both shapes.” Notice what you
pay attention to and what you

ignore. Rediscover what has been
right under your feet, in front

of you, above you, and around you.
Use your mental loupe to see the
familiar in a new light.
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1 JOHN CHRIS JONES, DESIGN

2 JOHN CAGE, SILENCE (MID-

METHODS (NEW YORK: JOHN WILEY

DLETOWN: WESLEYAN UNIVERSITY

& SONS, 1970).

PRESS, 1961).

room and
work
outside.

Feel free
to leave
the class-

PROJECT
Programming experiment
500 × 1000 px

SCRIPT
The spaces inside and around a letter are seen
as negative space rather than solid forms. During
a weekend workshop with artist Zach Lieberman,
I wrote a script for each letter in the word “SCRIPT”
to bring the overlooked spaces to the foreground
and turn them into active elements that had presence. The red shapes change and move with the
position of the mouse cursor. Every movement of
the cursor creates a new variant of the letter.

Right Just one of the theoretically
infinite versions of each letter.
The last three are different forms
of the “T” that are possible.
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Right The code behind the work, in Xcode.
It put restrictions on the possible positions
of the red boxes (“ofClamp”) so that the
topology of each letter was never broken.
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PROJECT
Video 02:24

A.M./P.M.
In response to Julia Born’s workshop prompt
to document the same hour twice, one time in
the AM and another time in the PM, I draw a
parallel between the relationship between day
and night and that of form and counterform.
This split-screen video juxtaposes form and
counterform, using the photographs I took of five
different locations in Downtown Providence at
4PM and again at 4AM:
Left

photo taken between 4–5PM,
counterform (sky) is colored in.
Right photo taken between 4–5AM,
form (non-sky) is colored in.

Right Form and counterform
juxtaposition, repeated.
Next Spread Stills from the video
showing the process of the form
and counterform being colored in.
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PROJECT
Zip file

Posters 18 × 27 in.
Book 6 × 9 in.

Audios, USB drives

DigSafe.zip
Utility workers’ marks are colorful spray-painted
letters and symbols commonly found in urban environments, so ubiquitous that they often recede into
the background. Available from ZipFoundry.com,*
DigSafe.zip brings attention to these marks. The title
comes from Dig Safe System, Inc., a clearinghouse
that notiﬁes utility companies of planned excavations
to ensure no underground utility line is disrupted.
Once downloaded and decompressed, DigSafe.zip
offers ten ﬁles in various formats: a text ﬁle, a GIF,
a font ﬁle, a Google Maps link, a few PDFs, a folder
of JPEGs, and two audio recordings. Ranging from
a group of photographs and a recording of ambient
sound collected around construction sites, to a font
made from digitizing the marks, each item provides

* Zip Foundry is an online publishing platform
I established in Paul Soulellis’ Experimental
Publishing Studio to disseminate stories in the
form of zip files, considering them packaged
raw meat that the readers may cook and consume however they want.
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Right Every ﬁle offered in the zip ﬁle shown
on a desktop screen, which acts as a reading
space. The user is invited to open any or all
ﬁles, in whatever sequence and arrangement.
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additional context. By sharing ten perspectives
rather than a single narrative, DigSafe.zip invites
the reader to uncover the stories behind the
banal subject in any sequence or combination.

Right ZipFoundry.com.
Left The zip file, decompressed.
I created or selected the icons.
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Posters using the typeface made
from digitizing the utility marks and
quotes from my conversation with
a utility worker.
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Right My booth setup at the
Experimental Publishing Studio
Book Fair, which took place in
GD Commons, Design Center.
Below Promotional take-away
cards prepared for the book fair.
Bottom USB drives with the zip
file on them as another method
of distribution. The book contains
photos of the utility marks and
excerpts from an interview with
a utility worker.
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Spreads from the Digsafe book,
showing pairings of exerpts from
an interview with a utility worker
with an image of the marks. When
jusxtaposed with an image, the
quotes from a casual conversation
gain more poignancy.
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This is a work that had
many moving parts and
many different ideas.
At some point, I was
interested in a “living
font,” one that updates
regularlly and possibly
even dies, or expires.
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PROJECT
Accordion book
5½ × 10 in.

Crits
This book is an attempt to say something by saying
nothing. The walls, photographed in the graduate
studio, hold the history of the countless pin-up crits
that have taken place there. By isolating the walls
and re-presenting them in the book form, this quiet
book asks that we pause and consider what we
take for granted on a daily basis.

Right A pin-up wall in the graduate
studio, CIT building, RISD.
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The book’s proportion reflects
the wall’s (one page = one wall
panel). The holes reproduced
are life-size.
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PROJECT
Book

12½ × 10 in.

Looking(Seeing)*

CUT O

HAN
UT BY

D

Look (v.) to direct your eyes in a particular direction
See (v.) to notice or become aware of something
or someone using your eyes

A museum is a setting in which our desire to see
is at its most heightened state. But are you actually
seeing or merely looking at what is presented to
you as being worthy of your attention? Looking is not
quite the same as seeing.
The dictionary deﬁnitions suggest that seeing is a
more active mode of visual perception than looking.
To see is to understand. It involves more than your
eyes casually looking in certain directions or at certain objects; seeing engages your mind, as well as
your eyes.

* This writing is an edited version of an article
I published earlier about this work on RISD
Museum's online publication platform, Manual.
The original article is available at:
risdmuseum.org/manual/447_looking_seeing.
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Left The book borrows the
language of a pristine, elegant
museum catalog.

Like many artists and designers, I often turn to art
museums for inspirations. I believe one of the most
distinguishing and beneﬁcial features of creatives
is their ability to see, including seeing past the obvious. This profoundly affects how one experiences an
object, a space, or a person. The shape of a shadow
cast by a ﬁre hydrant at a particular angle at a particular time—or the ﬁre hydrant itself—can sometimes
move you more than a magniﬁcent sculpture by
Rodin just a few feet away.
Looking(Seeing) at ﬁrst glance invites the reader in
with an expectation of “high art.” This book features
the ventilation grilles found on the walls and floors
of the RISD Museum and juxtaposes them alongside
ﬁne art. The grilles, framed to resemble artworks,
are presented as such before they are revealed in
their original contexts—next to a chair, by the white
baseboard molding just above the floor, and so on.
This book represents a subversion of the conventional ways of seeing and aesthetic propositions and
encourages a perceptual shift. It is when you abandon your preconceived ideas that you open yourself
up to surprising encounters. Beauty can be found
everywhere, even in the most mundane of objects,
if only you can see them.

Opposite Details from the book
(middle, bottom).
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Donald Judd
Untitled, 1991–94
Woodcut; one out of four
162 × 130 cm

114

Alan Shields
Rat, 1974
Silkscreen with dye
and flocking on lattice
43½ × 42½ cm
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Piet Mondrian
Lozenge with Grey Lines, 1918
Oil on canvas
121 × 121 cm (diagonally)
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Hadi Tabatabai
DF-29, 2007
Colored pencil with acrylic and
vinyl paints on 0.005 drafting film
30½ × 28 cm
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Andreas Gursky
Beelitz, 2007
C-print
307 × 219 cm
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Above Index of all artworks reproduced
in the book.
Right The last work shown in this book
was Ventilation Grills (for a house in
the woods) (2010) by Martin Boyce. As
it was both a ventilation grate I found
and photographed in the RISD museum
and an artwork in its own right, it was
juxtaposed with itself.
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Something else I pay
a lot of attention to
are shadows. Roaming
the RISD Museum
galleries, ventilation
grilles and shadows
were what I found
myself photographing.
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ALLO ———
GRAPHIC
FACES

LECTURE 3

ALLOGRAPH

In his essay “Beyond Typography,” graphic designer Michael Rock compares the alphabet to “a prison in which the caged artist feels at liberty,”
borrowing the metaphor art historian Rosalind Krauss used back in 1986
to describe the grid in modern art.1 Although
1 Michael Rock, “Beyond Typography,”
the alphabet is a given, there are countless ways
1994. http://2x4.org/ideas/42/beyondtypography.
in which a single letter can be visualized. Every
2 Michael D. Coe and Mark van Stone,
person has her own handwriting or lettering style,
Reading the Maya Glyphs (London:
and every time, even if drawn by the same person,
Thames & Hudson, 2001).
the same letter inevitably looks different. (Is your
signature ever the same?) In Ancient Maya, glyphs were never even standardized; rather, the scribes were encouraged to use their imagination to
render them, resulting in many different versions of the same characters.2
When the type designer draws letters, she indeed imprisons herself in the
alphabet, yet she does so willingly and happily. There is perhaps no other
field in which reviving older precedents is more accepted and prevalent
On this page: different forms of the “R” from An Essay on
Typography by Eric Gill (London: Lund Humphries, 2016).
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than in type design. Even among revivals of the same typeface (for example, Garamond), variations exist, and people have preferences as to which
Garamond they prefer.
Pioneering Dutch type designers, Erik van Blokland and Just van Rossum,
collectively known as LettError, experimented with variability in type
by integrating programming with type design. In their startling parametric font Beowulf, the more a certain letter was used, the more its form
degenerated. They took this “planned randomness”3 concept further with
TWIN, a typeface proposal for the Twin Cities
3 Deborah Littlejohn. Interview with Erik
of Minneapolis and St. Paul, a mutable typeface
van Blokland and Just van Rossum. Metro
Letters: A Typeface for the Twin Cities
that would respond to the conditions of the city,
(Minneapolis: Design Institute, University
like the temperature and the congestion, at speof Minnesota, 2003).
cific times of day. And variable type, one of the
latest developments in type design today, is also an attempt to generate
more variants within a typeface by means of interpolation.
The specifics of the software and browser support, as well as the user
interface of this technology have yet to be determined. While we wait,
we can find solace in the fact that many typefaces offer alternative forms
built into the character set. A typeface typically contains hundreds, if not
thousands, of glyphs, and some of these glyphs are different versions of
the same letters. These alternates are there to accommodate different uses
or to provide more stylistic options and design flexibility. For instance,
Miller Text, designed by Matthew Carter, comes with two different “R”s,
one with a straight leg and another with a curly tail.
In linguistics, the term “allograph” is used to describe such variance.
Stemming from the Greek for “other writing,” allograph is defined as
every possible variant of a grapheme or a letter; for any letter, its uppercase, lowercase, and italic forms, as well as all of its handwritten forms,
can be considered that letter’s allographs. Art
4 James Elkins, The Domain of Images
historian and critic James Elkins defines allog(Ithaka, Cornell University Press: 1999).
raphy as “the sum total of changes that can
be made to letters without affecting their alphabetic identities.”4 Type
designers are, then, avid practitioners of allography.
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Sol LeWitt, Wall Drawing #260
(1975), installed at the:
I. San Francisco Museum of
Modern Art,1975.
II. The Museum of Modern Art,
New York, 2008.
III. Centre Pompidou-Metz,
Metz, France, 2012.

I.

II.

III.

ALLOGRAPHIC ART

In Languages of Art (1976) by philosopher Nelson Goodman, allographic
art—as opposed to autographic art—is described as one that enables
“instantiations of the work.”5 Goodman points to disciplines like music
and dance as the epitomes of such art. Sol LeWitt’s
5 Nelson Goodman, Languages of Art:
instructions for wall drawings in the 1960s funcAn Approach to a Theory of Symbols
(Indianapolis: Hackett Publishing
tion like scores for music in that every time they
Company, 1976).
are executed, the results are different, based on
the draftsperson’s skills and interpretations of the instructions, as well as
the site of the work’s realization. French writer Raymond Queneau also
plays the same music many times when, in his Exercises in Style (1947),
he tells and retells the same scenario ad nauseam, but each time approach-
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IV.

Take a newspaper.
Take some scissors.
Choose from this paper
an article the length you want
to make your poem.
V.

Cut out the article.
Next carefully cut out each
of the words that make up this
article and put them all in a bag.

A blasphemous sect suggested that the searches should cease and that all men
should juggle letters and symbols until they constructed, by an improbable gift
of chance, these canonical books.6

Shake gently.
Next take out each cutting one
after the other.

CUT-- UPS

Copy conscientiously in the
order in which they left the bag.
The poem will resemble you.
And there you are—
an infinitely original author
of charming sensibility,
even though unappreciated
by the vulgar herd.
VI.

IV. Tristan Tzara, To Make a Dadaist
Poem, 1920.
V. A detail from Tree of Codes (2010)
by Jonathan Safran Foer.
VI. Cards from the fifth edition of
Oblique Strategies (2001), property
of Llewellyn Hensley (GD MFA ’17).
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ing it in a different style (i.e. anagram, sonnet, and onomatopoeia). It is
a book of literary allographs. The reader is delighted by the drastically
different experience each version offers and made aware of the malleability and infinite possibility of language. Jorge Luis Borges also builds
a universe of infinite possibility in his short story
6 Jorge Luis Borges, Donald A. Yates,
The Library of Babel (1941), not iteratively like
James East Irby, and André Maurois.
Labyrinths: Selected Stories & Other
Queneau, but conceptually. He conceives of a
Writings. (London: Penguin, 2000).
universe made up of a colossal library containing
all possible 410-page books that can be made from 25 glyphs—22 letters,
the period, the comma, and the word space. Most books in this library are
nonsensical jumbles of letters, a source of unresolvable distress among
its inhabitants. Its lonely librarian laments:

William S. Burroughs and Brion Gysin may belong to this “blasphemous
sect.” They blithely played jugglers of letters and symbols in the 1960s.
Inspired by the Dadaists of the 1920s, Burroughs and Gysin popularized
the cut-up method, an aleatory literary technique in which a text is literally cut up and reassembled to create a new text. By unhinging words
from its original context and creating unexpected combinations and
juxtapositions, Burroughs and Gysin allowed new narratives to emerge.
Clearly, many disciplines could benefit from such
7 William S. Burroughs and Brion Gysin,
an “an agent of simultaneous integration and
The Third Mind (New York: Viking Press,
1978).
disintegration…[that] imposes another path on
the eyes and on thought.”7 It is not surprising that this technique was
adopted by and adapted to various mediums, including music, painting,
photography, and film.
The spirit of cut-up persists, as evidenced by the unfaltering popularity
of remix music. My favorite example is a literary one: Tree of Codes (2010)
by Jonathan Safran Foer. In this book, Foer reproduced Bruno Schulz’s
book The Street of Crocodiles (1934), with parts of the original text cut out.
Each time the book is experienced or a page is turned, many surprising,
disparate stories appear, with the help of the reader’s imagination.
Unit 3. Allographic Faces
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BRIEF 3
CHANCE

Brian Eno and Peter Schmidt are another creative pair who gave chance
a chance. Their collaborative project Oblique Strategies is a deck of
2.8 × 3.5 in. cards first published in 1975 to help artists and musicians
overcome creative blocks by (ironically) imposing constraints. Meant to
stimulate lateral thinking,8 these cards provide prompts that encourage
breaking out of the dull cycles of thinking in
8 According to Dr. Edward de Bono who
which creatives often find themselves. You, the
originated the term, lateral thinking is
a method that “involves disrupting an
frustrated stagnant artist, may pull out a card
apparent thinking sequence and arriving
at random and find yourself catapulted into
at the solution from another angle.”
http://www.debonothinkingsystems.com/
action. The card tells you what to do, although
tools/lateral.htm.
not exactly. They draw the parameters within
9 There are many websites and PDFs,
which the work must made, thus liberating you
but the ones I used were: the Chrome
extension called the Oblique Strategies
from the dreadful feeling of complete creative
Tab and www.oblicard.com.
freedom equivalent to the anguish one feels at
being given a blank sheet of paper. Today, Oblique Strategies has become
a rare and expensive collector’s item, but luckily, you can find online
sites and apps available for anyone to access.9

What is any writing but a cut-up? Somebody has

to program the machine; somebody has to do the

cutting up. Remember that I first made selections.
Out of hundreds of possible sentences that I might
have used, I chose one.¹
WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS

Chance in the arts provides a means for escaping
the biases engrained in our personality by our

culture and personal past history, that is, it is
a means of attaining greater generality.²
GEORGE BRECHT

In a recent lecture, typographer and poet Robert Bringhurst declared,
“Writing is never adequate for the language, and language is never adequate for the world…. An addiction to order is
10 From Robert Bringhurst’s lecture on
an addiction to simple solutions.”10 While it is
the work of Hermann Zapf, for the Society
of Printers 43rd Annual W.A. Dwiggins
our job as designers to create order, Bringhurst
Lecture held at the Boston Public Library,
reminds us that there will always be elements
which I attended on April 11, 2017.
that defy it. If that is true, it may be worth flipping over an Oblique Strategies card, picking up a pair of scissors, and
start cutting things up. A new kind of order may come into view.

>>> Devise a system that tells more

than one story. Approach your
subject from multiple angles.

You may choose to visually enact
the idea of variations or use

methods that introduce variables
as a means of generating a

variety of outcomes. Can chance

assist this pluralistic approach?

1 WILLIAM S. BURROUGHS AND

2 GEORGE BRECHT, CHANCE-

BRION GYSIN, THE THIRD

IMAGERY (NEW YORK: SOMETHING

MIND (NEW YORK: THE VIKING

ELSE PRESS, 1966).

PRESS, 1978).
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I must be
doing a
great job.

Questions,
anyone?
No?

PROJECT
Lettering studies

Variable dimensions

A/alloglyphs
This series of lettering enacts the definition
of allograph visually by showing various possible
forms for a single letter: “A/a”. It is the first letter
in the alphabet, suggesing a new beginning every
time I draw an “A/a.” Additionally, its lowercase
form embodies the whole typology of traits that
a letter can exhibit: the “a” has a straight stem,
a curve, a bowl, a counter (enclosed white shape)
as well as an open white shape, and potentially
a tail and a ball terminal. With so many parts and
combinations to consider, the “a” is the Latin
alphabet’s richest character and my favorite.
Each “A/a” in this series is a typographic response
to a prompt from Oblique Strategies (discussed
on p.130 of this book), done in various methods and
mediums: acrylic marker and pen on paper, paper
collage, coding, vector drawings, and iPad lettering
using Procreate (app) and Apple Pencil.

emphasize the flaws
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faced with a choice, do both (given by dieter roth)
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take a break
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go outside. shut the door

do we need holes?
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tape your mouth

twist the spine

where is the edge?

work at a different speed
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look at the order in which you do things

140

lowest common denominator
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(organic) machinery
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142
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courage!
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what else could you have done?
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you can only make one dot at a time
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emphasize repetitions
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repetition is a form of change

voice your suspicions

consult other sources*
–promising

discard an axiom

what wouldn't you do?

imagine the music as a

how would someone

moving chain or caterpillar

else do it?

–unpromising

* Drawing by Cyrus Highsmith
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abandon normal instruments
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the inconsistency principle

accretion

use an old idea

what to increase?

question the heroic

what to reduce?
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imagine the music as a series of disconnected events
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make it more sensual
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PROJECT
Experimental typeface
Specimen website

Wood type 2½ × 2½ in.

Right Home page of the specimen
website for this typeface spells
out both parts of the name of the
typeface, with each letter rotating
to reveal its two states.

RWONG(SHIFT)
RWONG(SHIFT) is an experimental typeface available
as physical pieces of wood type as well as a digital
font. Its glyphs are hybrids made up of two letters that
become legible only from certain viewpoints.
With the digital font, the user can switch between the
two letters by changing case (uppercase to lowercase
and vice versa), or pressing down the shift key while
typing. This font allows the user to construct cryptic
messages that can be deciphered only by those who
have the font installed.
The wood type requires that the user literally shift
positions in space to read the message the wooden
pieces carry. Just like in life, things appear different
from different perspectives.
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This Spread Sketchup models for
A/E (top row) and J/Q (bottom row).
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EVERY
LANGUAGE
IS A CODE,
IT MAKES
NO SENSE
UNTIL YOU
BECOME A
MEMEBER OF
THE SECRET
CLUB.
Messages delivered in this
two-faced typeface can only
be deciphered by those who
have the font installed.
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Above A seemingly
nonsensical text, set in all
caps in RWONG(SHIFT).

every
language
is a code,
it makes
no sense
until you
become a
memeber of
the secret
club.
Above Take the same text and
make it all lowercase and a legible
message appears.
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The whole character set offered
in this typeface.

The initial digital sketch was a study
in pixel type. Some letters had to be
modified later on in order to adapt to
the 3D structure. For instance, the
D and the Z were changed because
there could not be any gap or jump
between strokes (circled).
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This spread The wood type. From the left:
I/O, C/V, U/Y, L/M, and A/E.
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PROJECT
Exhibition identity

INTER [ ] MISSION
While the RISD Museum is going through a series
of renovations, the artworks from the museum’s
Grand Gallery are exhibited in a temporary storagestyle show, appropriately called Intermission. A rare
insertion of the museum’s permanent collection
into a space that usually holds special exhibitions,
the square brackets in the exhibition’s identity reflects
the concept of theshow—a temporary pause in a
performance; a break from business as usual *—and
communicates the idea of things shifting and being
in flux. Depending on the perspective of the viewer,
the sculptural works fit nicely in the brackets or spill
out of them.

* http://risdmuseum.org/art_design/
exhibitions/201_intermission
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Right Flanking the entrance of the
gallery were the brackets, doubleframing the framed works of art.
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When you get off the elevator, you walk into this
vantage point, getting the complete view of all the
sculptures nicely fitting between the brackets.
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Top From most angles, the
sculptural works spill out of the
brackets, provoking curiosity.
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Bottom A view of the title wall.
All documentation photographs
by Brendan Campbell, graphic
designer at the RISD Museum.

Top A view inside the gallery.

Bottom Standing here, the
visitors would see the view
on the previous spread.
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It’s good
to mix
things up.

Maybe try
something
else?

PROJECT
Website

Remixable Cities
Inspired by the dreamy cities described in Invisible
Cities (1972) by Italo Calvino, this website allows
users to create their own cities by remixing lines
of text from the novel. However, the resulting cities
are not carefully designed ones. Instead, the user
draws on the website’s blank landing page, and with
a little help from chance, certain texts are pulled
and arranged in a single paragraph that describes
this newly imagined city. Disparate parts come
together to form a new whole.

Right Sample shapes made from
connecting five mouse clicks.
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On a blank landing page, you
start drawing by clicking.

Once five dots have been
connected, a city is created and
you are presented with two
options: enter the city you just
created or start over.
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A line is drawn to connect the dots.

You can read about this newly
created city. The resulting text
is an assemblage, with each
sentence pulled from a different
chapter of Calvino’s original
book, selected based on where
you have clicked. The city name
(i.e. City #1092842911684) is
generated by stringing together
the coordinates of your clicks.

You are free to click anywhere
within the web browser.

You can print out both your
city’s description and its visual
representation.
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Because Calvino consistently
uses a dreamy language in
describing all of his imaginary
cities in Invisible Cities and
these narratives all sound absurd
already, reshuffling lines from
the vignettes of different cities
resulted in stories that often
made sense and always retained
the same beautifully surreal,
atmospheric quality.
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PROJECT
Projection kit
4 × 31/4 in.

Flaw Magniﬁer
As a designer, my natural inclination is to always
try to make things perfect, but the truth is, nothing
can be. What happens to those projects and experiments that do not make the cut? Is there a place
for them other than the trash can or hidden folders?
Flaw Magniﬁer is a home-made projector kit consisting of a magnifying glass, a flashlight, wooden
blocks on which they sit, and 2 × 2 in. transparency
slides. By making the slides out of my own work
I had considered to be failures and carefully tucked
away to never show again, I attempt to come to
terms with my past as well as my fallibility; my mistakes are offered up as raw materials for generating
new form.
Re-mixed, magniﬁed, and projected, these pieces
of “failures” are seen in a new light. New narratives
are inferred, imagined, and rewritten through the
participation of others. In this experience, nothing
is a failure.
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This spread The Flaw Magnifier kit, with
prepared transparency slides made from
pieces of my past work that I considered
to have been “failures.”
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Opposite Figuring out how
the parts might fit together
through sketching (top).
Angela Lorenzo (GD MFA ’18)
is choosing slides to combine
and project (bottom).
Above The Flaw Magnifier kit
set up, with the slides in place
and the flashlight turned on.
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Projected images resulting
from putting together three
different slides (left) and two
slides (right).
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10 minutes
is enough,
right?

I think we
all need
a break.

GUEST
Yes, one of the reasons I wanted to talk with
you was that your workshop last spring was
pivotal for my thesis. I’m still a meticulous
designer, but in a different way than before.
It’s more liberating than limiting.

Yeah, that makes sense. I think control is a big
topic for a lot of people. Also chance. And how
much chance you allow. But actually, I’m not
interested in chance at all.
Really?

Luna Maurer
April 18, 2017

I want to start off the conversation by asking
you about your username, because you use
“Polyluna” across social media platforms, and
it was also the name of your studio prior to
Studio Moniker.

Luna is obviously my name. Poly used to be a
project, but this is maybe twenty years ago. I had
a product line that I called poly-something, like
poly-web, di≠erent poly-things. It was a really old
project, and I just got stuck with it.
I didn’t know that it came from a particular
project in the past. My guess was that you
chose it because “poly-” is a preﬁx meaning
“many, much.” So for the kind of work you
make, I thought it made perfect sense.

That’s funny you would think about it that way.
While designers usually like to work with
a lot of control, you tend to create open,
generative systems. The conditions you
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design may appear to be simple, but they
require careful planning in terms of pacing
and sequence, form, and even the wording
of the instructions or the manner in which
they are delivered. There is a lot of control
in that. I’m curious about how you see the
relationship between control and chance.

It’s maybe a love-hate relationship with control.
A control freak may be an exaggeration, but I
like to have a lot of control. And I’m very much
attracted to it. That’s why it’s also a theme. To
get rid of control, therefore, is becoming a topic
that is interesting to me. It’s basically a shift in
control, from controlling the thing itself to controlling the parameters—the framework, as you
described it. Being really precise—and wording
being really precise—and the frame you build.
And the fascination is to have no control over
the outcome in the end. So it’s a back and forth;
letting go of control while actually wanting to
control. It’s an interplay between the two. It’s
very fascinating.

Yeah, I think chance is a wrong word because
what we do is really not so much that something happens by chance but because people are
unpredictable and can think of behaviors that
you could not plan out, and that is what makes
it interesting, not chance. Chance is something
more like an algorithm of a machine. I think
there is a di≠erence between something being
unpredictable and chance, or randomness.
I see. Speaking of machines, I want to hear
your thoughts on Sol LeWitt. He said:
“When an artist uses a conceptual form of art,
it means that all the planning and decisions
are made beforehand and the execution is
a perfunctory affair. The idea becomes the
machine that makes the art.”
If you were in a conversation with him, what
would you say in response? Do you think
your work aligns with his belief? For me, the
manifestation of his idea is just as important
as the idea itself because that’s what we ultimately see and experience. This prompts me

to ask how you might weigh the process
and the outcome in terms of signiﬁcance.
Do they have a 50/50 relationship?

To answer the question about Sol LeWitt, my
work is very di≠erent from what he describes.
Of course, there’s the same idea behind it, that
you have basically a plan for what you do, but
as you say, the person who executes it, his role
is essential in our case. For him, not so much.
For him, it could be anybody. It wouldn’t make
any di≠erence. For us, you would completely
behave di≠erently from me, or your friend. Or
maybe not completely but a little bit di≠erently
within the realms of possibility. And these little
di≠erences are what’s interesting to us. To see
this manifold of di≠erent versions from the same
instructions. So that way, we emphasize these
di≠erences among people.
And the second question: ﬁrst, I thought what
you were asking was, when we design a framework, we come up with ideas, with conditions,
with tools that people can use, and there is
authorship in this, right? We basically set it all
up. Depending on the freedom we give people,
they can have more or less inﬂuence on the outcome. So I thought you were asking: what is the
relationship between the executers, the people
being the authors and letting their voices heard,
and the authorship in our role as the designers
of the environment or the framework. Sometimes there’s only very little freedom for the executers, and that may be less satisfying for them,
but it’s also fun because you don’t have to think
so much. You just have to solve a tiny part on the
bottom, and if you have a lot of people, you can
still create something interesting together.
But then I realized you asked something else,
about how important are the results compared
to the process. That answer is: the process is
the most important thing. What you experience
while you act. If you are a part in a video clip,
or if you place a sticker on the ﬂoor, if you make
a drawing and you see it appearing in a ﬁlm, or
if you drop leaﬂets like in the project that we’re
doing now—you have to drop leaﬂets about
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Google Maps from the air—this is actually the
the most important thing, the process of joining
and participating. And then if you cover earth
with sheets or a museum ﬂoor that has a certain
pattern, yeah, that’s nice. It’s nice to have. But
I think the experience comes ﬁrst, being a part
in it. Ideally you see already while participating
what you’re participating in, so it’s intertwined.
So the experience is more important than
the physical ﬁnal outcome, or the aesthetic
that results from the making.

Yeah, although, while participating you already
have an aesthetic. You have already very rewarding and satisfying visual feedback. Because you
need that. Otherwise, you don’t know what to do,
and you don’t have any incentive to contribute
or participate if you don’t see, “Wow, this is really
cool, what I can do here.” So, when a project is
ﬁnished, what is left is more of documentation.
The visual e≠ect of a project is important, if it
is something visual.
Do the tools or the medium you offer for
the participants to use affect the visuals
produced in the end?

Totally.
So then there is, again, the question of how
much control you have as a designer.

How do you design the tools? How stimulating
are they? Do they trigger something? Do they
deﬁne a shape or not? What can you do with it?
Yes. So in your Fungus series, the formal
aspects of the stickers you provided influenced the patterns and shapes that the
participants ended up making with them.
Similarly, in our workshop last year, the
particular aesthetic of the outcome of my
group’s project was a result of the participants working with our choice of medium:
ink and brush.

Yes. As designers we are often at the user
end. We sit in front of our computers and use
these digital tools, typefaces, and software.
Peoplescript flips that on its head and does
something really different. It turns us into
toolmakers, in a way.

During this workshop, you used the word
“Peoplescript.” Can you talk a bit about this?

Peoplescript means we use humans acting as
machines but having human capacities—being
able to think, being able to move in certain ways
that machines can’t under similar instructions.
Right. Earlier, you spoke about your interest
in subtle differences. I think what is at the
core of Peoplescript might be a fondness for
idiosyncrasies and highlighting them, since
we all bring in our own backgrounds and
experiences. Now I’m wondering, how do
you account for this unpredictability in using
humans? Let’s talk about the crowd-sourced
music video you recently worked on. You
know people love to draw penises whenever
given a chance. Do you edit those out? How
do you ensure the success of your projects?
Or do you care?

Okay, two things. One is about editorial control.
And before, you were talking about Peoplescript.
Maybe it’s nice to mention also that this [music
video] was also a Peoplescript because we made
them use this algorithm, this tool. In the project
we did at RISD, there was also a performative
element, using the whole body. What does that
do to our profession, as a graphic designer originally, to bring it to some other level? Or what
other elements can be introduced, also…new
imagery, new experiences? So that’s interesting
to play with.

Exactly. And of course it was interesting to see
what qualities you can use. We were talking
about this with di≠erent groups at RISD. What
qualities that people have can you play with?
You know, backgrounds, and I don’t know what.
And to bring those to the foreground.
And the other question you posed about editing
out the dirt. It depends a little bit on the project,
but sometimes we have an editorial environment
in which we do select good ones and delete problematic contributions. So that does exist. We just
launched a project, an online tool for children.
You could type something, crumple up the paper,
and the crumpled paper ball would drop. Some
things were terrible, about divorced parents.
There was an editorial board that said, “Okay,
this we cannot put online.” So there is sometimes
an editorial decision in between. Sometimes it’s
not necessary because we want to have all the
dirt in it, because the project is designed in such
a way that anything you do is valuable. So even
penises are ﬁne. It depends. You get penises if
you have blank paper. If you don’t know what to
draw, you draw penises. But these constructions
that we do, like “Take a selﬁe” or “You have to
make something,” are often designed in certain
ways such that we do like, in fact, the hacks that
people come up with.
And it probably depends a lot on context,
right? Like where the work will be displayed,
who the audience is, and so on.

Sure.
Does your design philosophy affect your
everyday life, outside of your work? Do you
see or maybe even plan an interplay between
work and life?

That is a very nice question, actually. My life
has changed over the years because now I have
a family, a kid. Sometimes I’m really happy to
step out of my work and be busy with something
completely di≠erent. Before I had a family,
I was only in my work life, basically, in the evenings and whatever. I didn’t have a balance so
much. Even if I play with my daughter, drawing,
it’s very strange because she draws very abstract
drawings. And she loves drawing games. I draw
a dot, she makes a circle around it. So basically
we are making a conditional design workshop
game without any intention. It happens somehow. And she loves numbers. It’s very funny that
I really see that the drawings she makes are basically conditional design workshop drawings.
That’s amazing!

Yeah, it’s very fun. It’s somehow so internalized,
you know. The way I say, “Hey, come sit down.
You make this, I make this.” Then it is already
a kind of rule-based drawing game. Another
anecdote is, I dance. I do a lot of contemporary
dance. And my dance teacher, she’s fantastic.
I learn a lot from dance. It’s more about purity.
How do I describe it? In dance, it’s not about
poses, that you have to make this shape and
this shape—dancing shapes—but there’s a logic
coming from your center that goes over certain
part of your body, and your arm is basically only
a result of the original movement that comes
from somewhere else. So making ﬁxed shapes
is really the worst you can do to dance.

Image: Studio Moniker’s Red Fungus, a crowdsourced sticker
installation at Centro de Art y Creación Industrial, Gijón, 2010.
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When you dance, do you have a score, like
in music, for choreography?

No, there’s always music, but it’s experimental
music, sounds, and classical music. All di≠erent
kinds. Not really pop songs in that contemporary dance class, but there’s always music. And
improvisations. Anyway, I thought there were a
lot of that parallels to our work, about the purity
and about not making shapes but just focusing
on the essence and letting the rest evolve from it.
So it’s funny. It’s just a small example I mention,
but a lot of these things she says I sort of link
together like this. So that’s really nice.
And variations, I think, might also be something that links your work to dance. You get
all these variations from the same…

Yeah, exactly. Absolutely. So another dancer
is completely making something else with the
same vocabulary, you could say. Yeah.
Multiple interpretations of the same piece.

In these workshops and when you used to
teach, do you think about your work when
you write the assignments you give your
students? Isn’t an assignment brief a kind
of instruction? Do you see giving project
briefs as another type of conditional design?

I don’t, but it’s true you could see it that way.
With the students being the participants?

Yeah, but I try not to be too close. When I used
to teach, I gave every half a year a new assignment, and I didn’t at all give conditional design
assignments to my students. The assignments
need to be interesting to me, too, to explore
together with the students. It is a bit di≠erent
than a workshop. In a workshop, you have a
certain amount of time, and you want to have
nice results with everybody. It’s an energy thing.
If you teach, it’s like, every week a student
makes a little step over the course of half a year,
for example. So I focus mostly on not thinking
about ﬁxed images but thinking in processes.
It’s like “What can you make? Design a machine
or something that produces something.” Or
projects related to social media, Facebook, or
your online presence. Or sometimes Arduino
and more technical stu≠. So yeah, that was the
focus, not so much what we do in our studio.
For me, it was interesting to think about the
idea of writing briefs for generating certain
results but then seeing the differences in the
outcomes the students produce in response
to the same brief.

Yeah.
Great. I also want to ask you about teaching.
Do you still teach?

No. I’m not teaching at the moment because it
is too time-intensive for me right now. I do give
workshops. I’m going to be in the States again
in July, at Otis in LA.
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It wasn’t like that. I understand you could see
it that way. What you are right about is that
depending on the brief, the project becomes
great or shit. [laughs] Sometimes it’s really like
that. We did a couple of times, “Make a poster
machine. Design a machine that produces
posters.” And it was always really nice because
everybody did a big stack of very visual things;
they came up with cool machine ideas. They had
to think about principles more than the design
of a poster. It’s a helpful assignment.

Do you have an example where things
turned to shit?

No, not really. But maybe making a stationery
design. I never gave such an assignment but
I can imagine I could not be interested in that,
you know.
My last question for you is: how do you
deﬁne failure?

I think there’s a line of thinking where there
are absolutely no failures at all and another
where failures exist but they are accepted.

If you make a participatory project and nobody
participates, then it’s failed. But participation
itself is always valuable. I don’t know. In your
distinction, what I say doesn’t really ﬁt, but it
depends really on failure in what context. It is
strange, I am not interested in this so much.
I mean you could say that failure is the opposite
of success. [laughs] For us, success is rather
important in the sense that we need people in
order for something to work. Otherwise, it is
unsuccessful. But there is no, let’s say, no visual
failure, really—you know, like it doesn’t look
good, or it doesn’t look right, or it’s not pretty
enough. That doesn’t really makes sense. Unless
you didn’t design the rules right. [laughs]
Thank you so much, Luna. That was perfect.

Ah. I mean, there are di≠erent ways, you know.
If you do a participatory project and anything
the participants do is good, then there is no
failure. You cannot do it right or wrong. So there,
failure doesn’t exist. But you could say, if you
make a project in which you really need a big
number of people in order to make it work, and
nobody shows up, then you didn’t see very well.
Then basically the framework wasn’t really
designed well, or the project was not placed in
the right way, in the right environment, in the
right moment. And that, I think, is quite important when you make something participatory in
order for it to work. Right now, we’re working
on this campaign for Mozilla, and we really hope
that this will attract loads of people. We don’t
know. And if it doesn’t, then yeah, you could say
it’s a failure because it’s really based on having
massive participation. Not massive, but certain
traction. The kind of judgment that determines
a good or a bad poster doesn’t really play a role
in our work.

Luna Maurer is a German-born designer and co-founder
of Moniker, a multidisciplinary design studio based in
Amsterdam, the Netherlands. Together with Edo Paulus,
Jonathan Puckey, and Roel Wouters, she co-authored
the “Conditional Design Manifesto” and the Conditional
Design Workbook (2013), which outlines their design
method based on rules and public participation.
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4

PROCESS
AS CON—
DITION

LECTURE 4

Back in 2015, type designer Erik Spiekermann lamented on Twitter
over the use of his typeface in Donald Trump’s presidential campaign:
MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN! it shouted in FF Meta.1 Peter Biľak has also
written about the unlicensed hijacking of Fedra, one of his most beloved
typefaces, by the terrorist organization Epanastatikos Agonas.2 While
these are possibly a type designer’s worst nightmares, there is nothing
that can be done at this point. After months or years of hard work, when
type designers publish the fruit of their labor, they release with it their
control over its use. They have to let go.
1 Erik Spiekermann (@espiekermann)
“OMG! Trump campaign uses my FF Meta
on their poster! Only for the subline, but
still embarrassing…” September 3, 2015,
3:09 PM. Tweet.
2 Peter Biľak, “Conceptual Type?”
Typotheque, February 24, 2011.
https://www.typotheque.com/articles/
conceptual_type.

Fortunately, every cloud has a silver lining; this
relinquishing of control can lead to exciting
results. Matthew Carter has expressed his joy
upon seeing the innovative ways in which his
typefaces are employed. WALKER, a custom
typeface he designed for the Walker Art Center

On this page: A drawing from my sketchbook, 2016.
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in 1995, is a good example. Imbued with the
multidisciplinary spirit of the institution itself,
WALKER offered six optional snap-on serifs,
which could be added to the base sans-serif,
in any combination as desired.3 Although Carter originated the idea, he
could not have foreseen all the ways in which it would be used and continue to be re-imagined. As he had hoped, Walker’s in-house designers
proceeded to indulge in dynamic typographic play, applying and removing the snap-on serifs as they saw fit. A typeface like WALKER can bring
about a combinatorial explosion: the number of combinations that can
arise grows exponentially with each additional element in the set.

3 Andrew Blauvelt, “Matthew Carter,”
Bits & Pieces Put Together to Present
a Semblance of a Whole: Walker Art
Center Collections (New York: D.A.P./
Distributed Art Publishers, 2005).

Replace numbers with humans, and an even bigger explosion results.
As we have seen earlier, Sol LeWitt’s allographic work is expansive in its
potential because its visual manifestation depends largely on the choice
and interpretation of the person who renders it; the human factor is
pivotal to the perception and appreciation of
4 Sol LeWitt, “Paragraphs on Conceptual
his work. His statement “The idea becomes
Art,” Artforum, Vol.5, No.10, 1967.
a machine that makes the art”4 became the
resounding maxim of Conceptual Art, but one could challenge it by
asking: Is it not the draftsperson who becomes a machine that makes the
art? I believe it is a matter of emphasis.
A group of Dutch designers—Luna Maurer, Edo Paulus, Jonathan Puckey,
and Roel Wouters—openly places emphasis on the people who engage
with their work. Under the name “conditional
5 Luna Maurer, Edo Paulus, Jonathan
design,” they advocate a new approach to
Puckey, and Roel Wouters. Conditional
design that prioritizes process over outcome.
Design Workbook (Amsterdam: Valiz,
2013). Excerpt.
They assert in their manifesto5:
The process is the product.
The most important aspects of a process are time, relationship and change.
The process produces formations rather than forms.
We search for unexpected but correlative, emergent patterns.
Even though a process has the appearance of objectivity, we realize the fact that
   it stems from subjective intentions.

II.

I.

III.

IV.
I. Matthew Carter’s specimen
sheet for WALKER that shows
various serif options, 1995.
II. WALKER in use in Walker
Art Center’s monthly event
calendars,1995–1996.
III. Collaborative type workshop led
by Luna Maurer at Vågan Primary
and Secondary School in Svolvær
for the Lofoten International Art
Festival 2013.
IV–V. Conditional Design Workbook
(2013) by Studio Moniker and Edo
Paulus, designed by Julia Born and
published by Valiz.
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BRIEF 4
Logic is our tool.
Logic is our method for accentuating the ungraspable.
A clear and logical setting emphasizes that which does not seem to fit within it.
We use logic to design the conditions through which the process can take place.
Design conditions using intelligible rules.
Avoid arbitrary randomness.
Difference should have a reason.
Use rules as constraints.
Constraints sharpen the perspective on the process and stimulate play within
  the limitations.

Peoplescript is a conditional design method that brings people into
the equation. It asks that they act in response to a prepared script or
instructions, transforming the participants into machines for making.
Unlike LeWitt, for whom the execution of the idea was only “a perfunctory affair,” conditional design necessitates the enactment of the idea;
conditional design operations are complete only upon realization. Since
they rely heavily on the synergic effects that
6 The full interview with Luna Maurer can
occur when a multitude of inputs are brought
be found on pp. 194–199 of this book.
together, people play a significant role; they
7 On a related note, in 1921, James Joyce
responded to Arthur Power’s weariness
are a necessity. Luna Maurer affirms that in
toward nationality in this way:
conditional design, the individual experiences
…I always write about Dublin, because
if I can get to the heart of Dublin I can get
of their audience-participants outweigh anyto the heart of all the cities of the world.
In the particular is contained the universal.
thing else in terms of importance, and the
Arthur Power, From the Old Waterford
people—who they are, how they think and
House (Waterford: Carthage Press, 1940).
behave—actually matter within the directive
logic of the process.6 Separately considered, each response or instance
may seem incidental. When seen as a part contributing to a whole, the
subtle and drastic differences among the particular inputs‚ which are
also often the outputs, become visible and meaningful. In the particular
lies the universal.7
Because humans naturally make for unreliable tools, participation-based
work invites unexpected, “imperfect” results. In choosing to design open
systems based on a set of rules rather than finite products, Peoplescript
leaves room for surprising encounters. It shows us that with embracing
uncertainty comes an opportunity to witness and revel in wonderfully
particular, sometimes peculiar, outcomes.

All the best ideas come out of the process;
they come out of the work itself.¹
CHUCK CLOSE

Stop thinking about art works as objects, and start
thinking about them as triggers for experiences.²
ROY ASCOTT

Everything is an experiment.³
TIBOR KALMAN

>>> In this last unit, write a script

for a performance without

worrying about having a polished,
crafted object in the end. Re-

evaluate the level of attention
you assign to your process.
Document thoroughly.

1 CHUCK CLOSE, CHUCK CLOSE

2 BRIAN ENO, A YEAR WITH

3 AN APHORISM BY TIBOR

(NEW YORK, THE MUSEUM OF

SWOLLEN APPENDICES: BRIAN

KALMAN FROM TIBOR IN ORBIT

MODERN ART: 2002).

ENO’S DIARY (LONDON, FABER

(2000), ORGANIZED BY MARIA

& FABER: 1996).

KALMAN, CREATIVE TIME, AND
THE NEW MUSEUM, NY.
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where is
the fun
in that?

If you
know how
it will end,

PROJECT
Workshop

Video 02:15

Illustrator 101
Illustrator 101 defamiliarizes one of the most familiar
graphic design tools: Adobe Illustrator. Bringing
the digital software into the physical world, we* asked
humans to perform the tasks that digital tools can
achieve instantly. By creating a scripted experience
in which the computer program was humanized
and the humans mechanized, my collaborators* and
I made the labor involved in design more palpable,
while offering humor and tactile delight.

Right Prepared Illustrator shapes.

* Boyang Xia (GD MFA ’17) and
Lauren Traugott-Campbell (GD MFA ’18).
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Next Spread Still from the video
documentation with aerial view
of the participants performing their
tasks according to the prerecorded
instructions. I was the cursor.
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Draw a wavy 4’ line.

Make that line dahsed.
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Opposite I was also the spinning
wheel of death that terminated
the operation (bottom).
Above Everyone in Keetra Dixon’s
Experiential Design class who
participated in the workshop (top).
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PROJECT
Workshop

Video 01:30

A Beautiful Script
During a weekend workshop with Luna Maurer
of Moniker, my collaborators* and I used people as
machines for making. But the human aspects were
not diminished. On the contrary, we depended on
the diverse lingual backgrounds of our participants.
We created audio files for initial instructions in
English and each of the the words of the phrase we
wrote—We come from different places and speak
different languages. We make a beautiful script—
recorded in one of the seven different languages
spoken by our 17 participants.
The result was a group of lingually and visually textured posters with many different scripts coexisting
on the same pages.

* Desmond Pang (GD MFA ’16) and
Hyein Jung (GD MFA ’16)
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Right A detail of the results
created by the participants.
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Above My team used Google
Sheets to map and plan things
out. We started by making a list
of all languages spoken by the
people who we knew would be
our participants so we could

218

write a script specific to this
particular audience. Then, after
listening to each word in our
phrase in all of these languages,
we chose the most obvious
combinations or the clearest

ones in terms of pronunciation.
We also made sure that each
word int he phrase was heard
in English at least once over the
course of three rounds.

Right All of the audio recordings
we prepared for the workshop
and played in the sequence as
shown here. The bell sound was
played after each word.
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1 We | come from | different | places | and | speak | different | languages
English

English

Chinese

Japanese

Korean

English

French

Japanese

We | make | one | beautiful | script
Arabic

English

French

Korean

Turkish

2 We | come from | different | places | and | speak | different | languages
French

Chinese

English

Korean

English

French

Japanese

English

We | make | one | beautiful | script
Turkish

Japanese

Korean

English

Korean

3 We | come from | different | places | and | speak | different | languages
Korean

French

Korean

English

Chinese

Japanese

English

Korean

We | make | one | beautiful | script
English

Chinese

English

Arabic

English

The same phrase was repeated three times
but it never sounded the same. Each round,
every word was heard in a different language
than before.
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Initial instructions in English:
1) Listen to the audio and
write down what you hear.
2) Start at the top left corner.
3) At the beep, move onto
your right.

Above At the beep, the
participants moved counterclockwise.
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Right Different scripts
in many languages and styles
accumulated over time. In
the end, every poster had
contributions from everyone
in the workshop, resulting
in 14 collaborative posters.
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PROJECT
12 × 18 in. plexiglass
Workshop

Installation

HOME
The desire to go home…is a desire to be whole, to know
where you are, to be the point of intersection of all the
lines drawn through all the stars, to be the constellation-maker and the center of the world, that center called
love. To awaken from sleep, to rest from awakening, to
tame the animal, to let the soul go wild, to shelter in
darkness and blaze with light, to cease to speak and be
perfectly understood. —Rebecca Solnit

As an immigrant growing up in the United States,
I have always been a foreigner in this country. I grew
up feeling displaced, mismatched, and always somewhat out of place. The word “home” for me does
not point to a certain geographic location or a group
of familiar objects and buildings. Rather, it is a feeling of belonging, of comfort. Over time I have come
to ﬁnd this feeling in the work—in the act of making—
and the community whose members come together
through this very activity.

Right The initial setup, with the
supplies and the paper slips
that had pieces of my memory
and instructions on them.
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By sharing the memory I have of my childhood home
in the form of prompts, I asked the participants to paint.
Taking these building blocks they have created for me,
I arranged the them on the spot, gradually revealing the
word "HOME." The unpredictability of the outcome in
a workshop like this and the sense of vulnerability one
feels upon sharing personal stories are closely linked
to how I think about the concept of home; I never know
what form my home will take because I depend on my
community to shape it. The warmth and support we gift
each other through making is what home has come to
mean for me.

Opposite Illustrator mock-up
of how I imagined the results
of this workshop might look.
Below One of the memories
I shared was about the arched
stone staircase from my childhood home.
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It’s okay if
you’re not
finished.

Let’s try
to wrap up
soon.

PROJECT
Projection 70 × 85 in.
Video

Project Hope
In this performance piece, I fold paper stars.
The process and outcome are ﬁlmed by a camera
and projected live onto the graduate studio's floorto-ceiling window that faces out onto Johnson &
Wales University’s quad and Weybosset Street.
This projected performance is my way of making
a wish and, at the same time, of hinting at what
happens in this building: making—lots of making.
This project was carried out over two nights.
On the first night, I sat down and folded stars, live,
until they ﬁlled up the window space completely,
from bottom to top. On the second night, I went
outside to observe and interact with my audience
as the video recording of my performance from
the previous night was playing on the window.
Star is a powerful and familiar metaphor for hope,
excellence, and patriotism in many cultures, and
this project is interesting in its potential to elicit
different interpretations depending on context.
Right The performance as seen from
inside the graduate studio in CIT, with
camera and projector set up.
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Left The projection as seen
from Weybosset Street. The
graduate studio is on the 5th
floor of the building.
Below Passersby stopping
to watch the stars being folded.
One of the responses: “I bet
she’s going to make a flag!”
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A view of the projection from Gaebe
Commons, Johnson & Wales University.
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PROJECT
Experimental typeface
Video 02:30

Book 6½ × 10 in.

Timeface
Timeface is an infographic typeface that visualizes
the time investment and logic involved in type design.
With the memory of my design process for my latest
typeface, Ithaka (2016),* still fresh in my mind and
the numerous UFO (Unified Font Object) files still on
my hard drive, I created a parametric typeface drawn
according to a formula: the amount of time I spent
on designing a character for Ithaka determined the
weight of its Timeface counterpart; the more time it
took, the fatter the character.
Timeface also offers a glimpse into the mechanics
of type design, touching on such topics as the “control characters”—the first few characters with which
type designers start a typeface—and inheritance
of form that occurs when a glyph or a part of a glyph
is re-used to form another.

* See pp.46–61 for Ithaka.
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So what do
you want
to do next?

Wow, you
did a lot
of work.

5

THE EVA–
CUATION
PLAN

FINAL LECTURE

Can you believe we have arrived at our final meeting ? At times, this class
felt limited by time, yet at other moments, like a long New England winter.
Coming to RISD, I was arrogant; I believed that perfectionism made me
a good designer. I was always that person who had to organize, plan, categorize, straighten, and line things up. I still am, most of the time. But a lot
changed in the past three years. The best thing about graduate school is
the time and freedom it buys you to look inward and listen in on the conversations that happen between yourself and, well, your other selves. In
his autobiography, musician Philip Glass wrote:
1 Philip Glass, Words Without Music:
“the performer must be listening to what he is
A Memoir (New York: Liveright, 2016).
playing.”1 Observation, the basis of my approach
to design, is crucial in gaining a level of criticality needed for a self-aware
design process. The designer must see how as well as what she is making.
I have been a witness to the dialogs (debates? tirades?) I have with myself.
I closely observed my thinking and ruthlessly reassessed my process.

On this page: The Emergency Evacuation Plan sign
on the 7th floor of Design Center, RISD.
Final Unit. The Evacuation Plan
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Once aware of my habitual inclination toward black-and-white reasoning, I made it a point in my final year to break out of it. Almost as a form
of self-help, I created as much mess as I could—literally and metaphorically—cutting things up, remixing them, leaving things up to chance,
and forcing myself to lean on others. Used to being fiercely independent,
I was scared and uncomfortable. These were extremely personal times
for me. A classmate once told me that thesis did not need to be existential.
But thesis, for me, was not just about the projects; I had to make some
big changes in the way I worked, and that would involve more profound
transformations in attitude, in myself as a person.
The harshest critic in me demanded to know: Was I a type designer or
a graphic designer? Was I a proponent of precision or of organic charm?
Was I for concept or for form? Over time, I came to realize these are not
mutually exclusive. Rather, they constantly feed and inform each other.
I am a better graphic designer now because I am also a type designer.
I can be a helpful teacher because I am a dedicated student. In the end,
I did not give myself a complete metamorphosis. Just like in my work—
taking things apart and reshuffling them to generate new narratives and
forms—it was a matter of rearranging, not purging, what was already
in me, and shifting focus as needed.
Taking out, once more, my old name tag that I “fixed” three years ago, my
trained eye now sees that I kerned too tightly. Trying again, I would add
a hairline space. Or, maybe I won’t kern—Courier is a mono-spaced typeface, after all. Or, does it even need to be Courier? I could just use another
typeface and make a whole new name tag. Or, should I draw my own type?
Wait, do I even need a name tag? In the process of asking questions and
dismantling assumptions, my either/or world blurs and the innumerable
shades of gray that lie between black and white come into sight. Doug
Scott always said that gray is a designer’s secret weapon. It makes perfect
sense to me now.

Seminar II instructor Laura Forde gave me
this post-it note toward the end of Spring
2016. It is still pinned to my wall today.
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On the 7th floor of the Design Center, where many of my classes were
held, there is a small sign by the elevators that reads “Emergency Evacuation Plan.” What catches my eyes every time is the twisting black lines

Final Unit. The Evacuation Plan
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FINAL BRIEF

drawn directly on it. It is a long, winding path—a detour—but an attractive one. It also feels very much like my experience here. The graduate
thesis was a kind of emergency evacuation plan I devised to escape from
my flawed self. But take a closer look at this drawing on the sign. It does
not give you a way out; it turns and bends, ultimately returning to the
same interior. I set out to change myself and ended up changing the way
I perceive, understand, and accept myself. I have come back around.
Writer Anne Lamott points out that in reaching for perfection,“you try desperately not
to leave too much mess to clean up. But clutter
and mess show us that life is being lived. Clutter is wonderfully fertile
ground.”2 Looking at my studio desk where huge piles of books and heaps
of papers and post-it notes have taken over, I cringe a little, but somehow,
it feels just right.

2 Anne Lamott, Bird by Bird:
Some Instructions on Writing and Life
(New York: Anchor, 1995), p.28.

Education is what remains after one has forgotten
what one has learned in school.
ALBERT EINSTEIN

Learning never exhausts the mind.
LEONARDO DA VINCI

>>> It is when you are a student

that you are most brimming with

energy, boundless curiosity, and
the courage to make the work

you love. But you need not be in

school to be a student. Your last
task is a simple, yet the most

important one of all: Remain a

student for the rest of your life.
And don’t forget about joy.
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Class
dismissed.

CATALOG OF TANGENTS
There is always meaningful work happening behind the scenes. The Catalog
of Tangents is an index of past work, with varying relevance to my thesis ideas,
that are not highlighted but I still find important to be included in this book.

Simply bE u, 2015.
Responding to a prompt to
use five consecutive letters
in the alphabet to tell a story,
this stop-motion animation
turns letters into characters.
The plot: four v’s shun the u
because it is not a v. But the
camera changes angle and it
is revealed that three of the
four v’s were actually the w,
the x, and the y in disguise.
The u convinces the y to stop
pretending to be another
letter and come join a party
of different letters. Together,
they are: Simply bE u.

Atlas, 2015. After completing a series of tasks, we
individually designed book
spreads that organized and
presented the documentation of these tasks, ultimately
to be collected and made into
a collaborative book. This is
a prescient work in which
imperfections and gray areas
surfaced for the first time as
my interests.

Q: Could gray areas be okay?
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Aristotle’s Categories,
2015. In The Organon,
Aristotle came up with ten
categories in which every
object of human apprehension could be placed.
The ten categories are:
Spinning Wheel of Death,
substance, quality, quantity,
time, place, relation, position, 2015. This short video begins
with a footage of someone
state, action, and affection.
putting a rainbow-colored
Consisting of ten transluicing on a cupcake. It starts
cent double-sided plates,
rotating and transitions into
this project breaks down an
the spinning wheel of death.
object from the Providence
Instructor Andrew Sloat
Public Library’s Special
watched in silence, looked
Collections—my object was
at me and said, “What’s going
Castelli, E Ponti di Maestro
on, June?” Tears started to
Niccola Zabaglia...(1743),
roll down my face uncontrola treatise on elaborate scaffoldings that were developed lably. And then, somehow
we, as a class, had an honest
for the Fabric of St. Peter—
and productive conversation
in terms of Aristotle’s ten
categories. The crimson tone about crits and ended on a
fantastic note. This event is
imagesare from the source
lovingly referred to as the
object and the navy graphics
are my visual analyses of the “cupcake incident” by those
who were present.
object in Aristotle’s terms.

HUBRIS. 2016. A Greek
mythology enthusiast, I made
a proposal for an installation
that would give form to the
idea of hubris: a tower (a nod
to the Tower of Babel) built
with letters made out of concrete and the letters in “Icarus”
fallen and broken into pieces.
This was never realized.

Japanese Apologies. 2016.
In December 2015, Korea
and Japan reached an agreement regarding “comfort
women,” a euphemism for the
military sex slaves exploited
by the Imperial Japanese
Army before and during WWII.
In this “final and irreversible”
deal, as Japan’s Prime Minister Abe emphasized, Korea
consented to never criticize
Japan again in exchange for
an “apology” that shamefully
came with strings attached.
This project mocks the Abe
administration with tonguein-cheek “sorry” cards that
express grief yet avoid taking
responsibility. The receivers
of this “apology” are absurdly
bound to a ludicrous agreement to be mute about the
injustice done to them.
SFZ. 2016. Surveillance
Free Zone (SFZ) is a proposal
for a graphic intervention
that highlights unsurveilled
blind spots within a city’s
network. These blind spots
exhibit a sensor activated
light display that responds
to movement within these
unmonitored zones, delineating and visualizing these
them. SFZ creates a transitory network that interrupts
the city’s infrastructure.
(In collaboration with Sarah
Recht, GD MFA ’16, during
a workshop led by Michael
Rock of 2 × 4.)

Counterform Blocks. 2016.
I wanted to make a set of
wooden blocks that reverses
the usual form/counterform,
foreground/background relationship by literally giving
solid form to the white shapes
in letters. It would have given
me joy to have this made, but
I abandoned the project on
the basis that it was too obvious; I could see from start to
finish how this set would look
and work, and I felt that there
was nothing new to discover
and learn by doing it. Perhaps
a future passion project?
Military Sex Slaves. 2016.
This project consists of a set
of two books, one big and
tome-like, one slim. The big
black book pictured here
with the title “Military Sex
Slaves of Imperial Japan
Before and During WWII,”
had 1,000 pages with 200
woman pictograms on each
page, adding up to 200,000
women, which is the estimated number of victims
of this atrocious war crime.
The white book, titled “Military Sex Slaves of Imperial
Japan Before and During
WWII According to Japan,”
had nothing inside its cover,
reflecting the revisionist
tactic the Abe administration
is employing to erase their
wrongdoings from history.

Impossible Brushes. 2016.
This is a proof of concept
for a set of analog brushes
inspired by the brushes
found in Adobe Illustrator.
During a workshop with
Keetra Dixon, I attempted to
make a physical mark-making
tool that would reproduce
the look of digitally created
work and failed. I decided to
channel this frustration and
make a set of impossible tools
as a metaphor for the futility
of such an attempt.
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That Weird Providence
Video. 2016. This video,
created in a workshop with
Vinca Kruk of Metahaven,
required first taking random
video footages, not knowing
the end goal, to use as raw
materials later. Visual overlays—in this case, the emojis
and the tropes of YouTube—
were used to change and
subvert the narrative implied
by the original footages.

Okay Cookies. 2016. This
project brings attention to
the absurdity of our ritualized greeting, “how are you,”
and of the way we answer
this question out of habit
and etiquette, often without
meaning it. As an attempt
to create opportunities for
slightly longer, potentially
meaningful conversations,
instead of just “fine,” I put
custom fortunes inside
homemade fortune cookies.
These “fortunes”—with
generic, socially accepted
answers like “I’m fine,” “I’m
good,” and “I’m okay” on the
front and linking words like
“because,” “although,” and
“but” on the backside—acted
as conversation extenders,
encouraging people to elaborate on why or why not they
were feeling fine, or what
would make their day better.
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HOME. 2016. The initial plan for the HOME project was
different than what it became. Earlier, I was interested in how
abstract form allows viewers to project their own personality,
and experiences onto it. My plan was to invite participants
to interact with a group of prefabricated objects whose forms
originated from but did not representationally depict the
things I remember from my childhood home, like magnolia
tree, arched staircase, etc. However, this idea, while visually
attractive, felt arbitrary and did not achieve what was at the
core of my intention: to invovle others in the actual making
of the work. This version would have resulted in only limited,
superficial interaction. See page 228 to see my solution.

The Arcades. 2016. Every
time you visit this website,
it selects and sequences
images at random. The text
on the far right is pulled, also
at random, from an array of
past and current advertisements for the Arcade (the
first indoor mall of the U.S.
built in 1828) and changes
every 12 seconds. Strange,
serendipitous juxtapositions
occur, allowing unique stories to form instead of giving
straight-forward information
or historical facts about the
venue. The second and third
floors of the Arcade were
turned into apartments in
2013, and I lived on the third
floor of this building during
my time at RISD.

Haiku Remixer. 2016. This
is a website with a simple
interface that allows the user
to remix lines from different
haikus to generate their own.

Vanitas Emoji Frieze. 2017.
In this Dorner Prize proposal,
which was not selected and
never realized, emoji fruits,
plants, and hourglass occupy
the entablature of the RISD
Museum's Benefit Street
entrance façade, referencing
old traditions in art history;
in old art, fresh produce and
hourglasses were painted
to evoke ephemerality and
remind the beholder of death.
Emoji Frieze is an ornamental
frieze suitable for our time.
It overlays emojis—one of the
most popular languages of
our time—on top of classical
architecture, resulting in a
tension between old and new.
By inserting the familiar into
an unexpected context,
I wanted surprise and delight.

Stereotype. 2017. That
the terms “stereotype” and
“cliché” (they mean the same
thing in printing) come from
the printing industry is a little
known fact. A stereotype
refers to a metal plate made
from a papier-mâché mold
of locked-up images and
type, used to speed up the
printing process. I proposed
to make my own stereotype
with stereotypical remarks
and questions Asians and
Asian Americans receive. It
proved to be an overwhelming task to actually execute
in the given time frame and
available resources.

Altered States. 2017.
This is an exhibit identity for
“Altered States,” an upcoming
show of prints and drawings
at the RISD Museum. Its
title treatment encapsulates
the idea of altered states
typographically, with two
different states: one without
the serifs and ligatures, and
another with them.

INTEEEERMISSION. 2017.
This is my original concept
for the exhibit identity of
Intermission. In this design,
the horizontally elongated
“E” spans three walls, making
the intermission-ness felt.
However, the amount of vinyl
it required needed a bigger
budget, so in the end, I had
to come up with something
that was cheaper to produce.
See page 168 for the final
design for this show.

Digestible. 2017. During a workshop with Keira Alexandra,
I reimagined the way people consume the news. Digestible
pulls up a news article at random, sometimes suggesting an
interesting read from a section unfamiliar to the reader (for
me, that would be the Sports section). It also helps the reader
actually read by providing digestible amounts of information
at a time and allowing only three saves for future reading so
the reader has to read one of the three saved article before
he/she can save another.

Mirror Emoji. 2017. Made
in an open research class
with Rob Giampietro, this
is a proposal for an addition
of the mirror emoji to the
current emoji set. The mirror
has a long history and is rich
in its metaphorical potential.

Catalog of Tangents
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